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Chapter I.
A Puritan Village in Illinois.
In ty^e north central -o-rt of the state of Illinois,
hundred miles above Sprinfcfield lies a little village in the midst
of the rich prririe country. The tov;n itself is on a slight rise oi'
land f'o thrt it overlook?? the country for miles around. On every
side stretch the well Kept f
-
nas. On a 'oright fall day it is a
particularly pleasant scene; everyv^here the gre?t fields of corn,
f'olden bro\.'n in the sunlight and moving slov;ly here and there the
huge wagons laden with the golden ears. The expanse of field is
broken by orchrrds, a litiie woodland where sorie prairie stream
naJces its w?.y toward the Illinoin Kivor, or a clump of trees and a
tall windmill which indictter; the location of some well ->:ept farm
houre. Tlere is littlt; pcirs oi ir tVc tiny town itself; a few
stores, dispersing joints for necessary supplies, a large
school house with its ebb and flow of noise and silence. The roads
are good, the trees aoundai.t and large, the houses neat and comfort-
able and all pervaded by an air of -.luiet and repose thet calls at once
to mind the old Hew England vill:gc off the line of the rc-ilroad. Not
until the ye^r 1900 did a railroad rerch this village. No mines, no
lerge industries have ever been started in its vacinity. Everything
has conspired to keep the comm.unity, 9 side from, the slov; "rogress and
material improvement that com.es with years, in the seme social con-
dition with the sam.e ideals and ideas that were stamped on it in the
first thirty ye.rrs of its existei-oe. It is a tov:n typical of m.eny
that hcve arisen in northern Illinois but owing to its comparative
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isolation it lias preserved lonRor than many its independence of the
bustling rctivitios of the v/orld. Yet this little tov/n end others
like it h£ve rstood /or ni'ch in the d(3v<ilopenent oi" the gr6at state.
V/hat hf-F been the central -rgc nization, the central I'otce to hold it
topcther r nc' r.rl'e it roiTZ.t for r!or.ethinp: botli j or it» ov i. conr-nTnity
and. t">^e ^ orlr- t lirt X Vctc , to borrov; a term from science, has
been the dynamic center ?
All the v;eek the ordinary busy routine of life goes on, each
family v;orking to and for itself. Wheii Sunday comes there is a
change. From practically every house in the village the people take
their V'cy to that nodern, ample church, so centrally r-nd conspicuous-
ly placed. From way out over the prairie the teams come V7ith whole
families. About the church the v/agons stand thick. And inside* the
laree tv.6. h^^ndsome aiidience roori ig well filled. They are all there,
men, vzomen and children, the aged people and the young men and ?;om.en/
After the morning service apparently a large part of the congrega-
tion remein for Sundry School or gather about the building end talk
in little f'roupD. on every free is rn cspect of deep- Sctisfccxion
with the course of the day's procedure. Perhaps today this scene
cannot be witnessed in many places in Illinois; a community where the
church lays her hand on the whole population and rhere willing and
on
glad even if somev/hat conventi^al allegiai.ce is ^ranted to her claims.
But in this town for some sixty years this scene has been renev/ed
from week to week and it is the only power, the only organization
in the community vhich h?s f^o trought its people together. This
phenomenon, if one pleases so to call it, so remarkably pro^Beivyd
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to us todry is but tht working of en oreanization which in earlier
years deliberately entered Illinois to hcve its prrt in moulding its
future, it Voir worked herd end long, it hes c cconipliched mch.
The history of this or.e church of the Nev; Enplei d faith is typical of
many others. Some two niles 3ut of town where the pioneer settlerr.ent
began was the pioneer church, a rude building, at first, built of logo
twenty by forty feet, but gathering a congregation of two or three
hundred on Sunday. T>iis log church was folDowed, in tine by s large
brick buildirg, the pride of ell the region'^ound. Today its plein
Doric outline, softened by ivy, deserted ciid crumbling is pleasing
and satisfying to the eye. In the forties it v/as called one of the
r.ost flourishing churches in the state. It gathered into its ample
fold both Morthener and Southener. It was in the church that their
conflicting opinions were worked over and talked over and, not with-
out suffering on roth sides the New England ideal maintained. To this
region also came in the forties and fifties the thrifty Germans,
Danes arid Sv/edes from the old country seekiiig errnestly freedom and
enlightenment. There was -^ower in the chuich to adapt itself ^o the
needs of these. All were made one in the house of God. Todjy you
trace their fair hair and blue eyes in the congregation and the
children of the foreigner ?re at home in the teaching.4of the Puritans.
It had its theological difficulties; organized as a Presbyterian
church, divided by Old School and Hew School doctrines it emerged in
the fifties as a Congregational church. T/ithin its walls its chief
itrlk was of ];ersQnrl rithteox-Tsness but there was a firm belief that
next to right eour;ness, the success of the community and of the state
;
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and nation of which this community was so consciouo a part rested on
educr.tion. So under the fosterinf? c.-re of the church t^Tevj up the
public nchool
,
the village ccrdemy, which miiiht if circunstances
f-^vored grow e e. into r collcpc and the young ladies seiiintry. They
f^ent T^ast for toathers that \.he youth right hfve the bent. The
rpecicl tilery of t]^e little town in thrt here I'irst gr-thered liindred
souls to talk over a form of education v/hich should be the crown of
all the stated v/orlc for her children, plans that finally led to the
state universities which are doing so inuch for the V/est,
With their one record in r.aind re turn to coiiditions in New Eng-
land for the starting point.

Chapter II.
Organization of Home Minsionary Societies in New England.
Motives v'hich led to their continued support . I.ietliod cdopted for the
their work.
Efforts for the propcgation of the Gospel characterized the
early settler.^ of TIev; Englend and have cl^ays hcd e -place in the
activities of their f esoe: dai t s. Opportunities &nd netho dr. have
cY\€zpe6 but under rore fcrm ruch worlc hrs gone on fron the beg inn-
I
ing of rev Fngl^nd'R history. In the eighteenth century the
General Associations of the churches superintended such work sending
out settled pastors from their home churches for periods of mission-
ary work rmong nev; settlements snd ?mong Indirns. Toward the end of
the centui'y s;pecirJ societies begr-n to come into existence^ the
ITev/ York Lliasionary Society in 1796, the llinsionary Society of
Connecticut in ivob, the I..r.^Rcc3-Tnett n Home Missionary Society in
1799. The v;ork of these societies advanced to the V/est v/ith settle-
ments; at first, limited to the region of the Mohav/k and Genesee
Rivers in ITev/ York, then extending to'Tev; Connecticut "in Ohio and
p
reaching Illinois for the first time in IfalP, tj^V.G most active
of theoO rocieties in 'Jestorn irontier work v/ar. the Iliosionaiy
Society oi' roiino< ticvt whic]- v ith some help from the Missionary
Society of Massachusetts ca^ied on most of the work in Illinois
till the formation of a national society in IBP6. This society
1. Historiccl Discourse on Missionary Society of Connecticut, Rev.
Edwin Pond Parker p. 4 Hcx^
^
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was organized June 19* I7y8 at Hebron, Connecticut at the regular
meeting of the General Association of Connecticut with the following
const itut ion:
-
Conr.r.itution of the Missionary Society of Connecticut.
The General Association of the State of Connecticiit , irni^ressed
with the obligp.tion oii all the friends of Christ i?^.nity to propagate
a knowledge of its gracious aid holy doctrines, also encouraged by
the late zealous exertions for this end, in sundry Christ i^n bodies,
cannot but hope the tine is near in which God will spread his truth
through the e?rth. They also consider it a thing of great import-
ance, th'-t so'jie <'h.-~ j?it &ble assistance be extended to tiew Christian
jeett] eirei-t s in vrriour pcrts ol tl^e britec' Stetec. The selvction of
thesE souls is precious. The happineeR of the rising- ger.errtion and
tT-e order and 8t?bility of civil goverFent ftb most effectually
/advcrced by the c?iffusion oi' rcli^^^ioiiG zic morsl sentiment s, through
the prccchiig of the gocpel. In deep reeling of thene tinths, having
l^y prcyer r^oupht the cirection of frod, in the feer of hin great ncme,
they h-ve adopted the following Constitution of a Missionary Society.
Article I, This society shall be known by the ncjne of the Mission-
ary Society.
i|
Article The General Association of the State of Connecticut
i'shrll be the said Missionrry Society,
I
Article The 'reneral Associatien nhall rnnurlly, by ballot, appoint
! tv:elve trustees, rherfK>f nix nhrll re Clei'g;T:ien rnd six sh-.ll
Brethern oi' our Chnrcher, vi'-.o shell roncTuct the business of our
iroriety in the mrnner hereri'ter r escribed.
\ . :3.:id:> Off j ii :
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Article 4. The object of this nociety chall be to christianize the
Heathen iii Ilorth America, and to support and proinote Chrintian
knov;lodge in the now settlements, v.'ithin the United States; and both
shall be pursued rs circumst ai.ces shall point out, and as the Trustees
under the superintendence of the General Association, shall direct.
Article .F^, The ireneral Association and the Tinetees shall adopt such
measures, from timx to time, for raising luiids, cs they oh'll judge
to be oi^ediort.
Article 6. The Tmstees shall have power to apply the funds of the
society, according to their discretion, in sll cases in which they
shell not 'r>e limited by the General Association, or by the donors:
They shall correspond vzith other lliBcionary Societies; shsll have
power to appoint rnd dicm.ins iiisnionaries; to pay them; and generally
to transact r^l business rccepf-cry to -ttain the ends of the soc iety;
And shall be paid their necessary expenses, but nothing for their ser-
vices.
Article v. The Trustees shall annually appoint a Secretary, v/ho shall
keep a fair account of their proceedings. They shall also appoint a
Che irman, T/ho rith four of the Trustees shc.ll be a Muorum to trans-
act business. Or if the stated Chcirr.an shall not be proseiit , any
seven of the Trustees shall be a M^mruic.
Article 6. The Chairman shall have poi»er to call a meetirig of the
Trustees, at his discretion, by letters left \7ith them, or at the
houses of their residence: And it shall be his duty to crll su.ch
meeting whenever requested by any tvro of the Ta-ustees. And in case of
the de?th of the Chairmen or of h.is cbser.ce from, the Stete, rir/ two
s ^:;.toqcr£ c?3Ie IX^?!^ ^;^^?f^" •
'^^''^"^
^
'
'
h.
Trnfdees :re hereby enpor eioc" to call a meeting.
Article y. The General Association nhall annur.lly appoint a Treasurer
end cn Anc^itor v->f accounts: ^tA the Treasurer r>hrll exhibit, both i^o
the General • onociation and to the Trustees, the state of the treasiary,
rhencvcr he shell ho died upon for t'-^at purpose.
Article 10. The Trustees shall annually exhibit to the General Asso-
ciation a pcrticulrr account of the Missionaries employsd by them- of
pieces to rhich they rre cent- of the missions- of the state of the
funds- of the receipts r-nd expenditures- end of v/hrtever relating to
this institution the General Association shall reuuire.
Article il. The Trustees, and all the officers of this society,
shall enter on their respective offices on the first Wednesday of
September, annually; and shall continue in office for one year.
Article 12, The Trustees shall hold their first meeting at the State"
House in Hertford, on the first Wednesday of 'ept ember next, at 11
o'clock, A.M. and every year t>^ere£ixer, they shell meet at ihe sane
time and place, unless otherwise ordered by the 'Teneral Association.
Article is. If on experience it shall be found necessary to alter
this constitution, an alteration may be m.ade by the t^eneral Associa-
tion, at their stated session; but not without h; ving been drawn up
in T;riting and 3ying under consideration one year; nor uiiless all
adopt th.e said -Iteration.
BEirj/uIIl! TKUi3bLL, Moderator.
Passed in i ei.eral Association,
at FeT>ron, Jinie 91,
Test, ITATT^-Al^ PEKFirS , Scribe.
•icasA lQ'z-:\:vji) 0: ih-zf.>.-^ ^ciL juanii XXsrfa aool;'
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TY.o <iOi.c3'f.l AnnenMy of tVie ctr.te fr&i.tcfi ruthority to £nK con-
triMitior.r ii'or tl^o c"hi:iM ^.en rric" " the povci.oi ironed cii rnnuel pro-
clrmrtior. rcrjixi. p fv-c pcoi lc of f"c < or.trit'ntior.r; to t e tf.ken on
the first Sabbcth in Liay, and exhorted them to liberality in the same.
These proclamations were directed to be publicly read by the severgl
ministers to their congregations. More than tv/enty of these proclame-
tions aj7e pi'eserved in the Historical Society in Vr.rtford".
The settlers v/ore e>qoected to cooperate v/ith contributions end
nnch rcOTonsibility T/as l.;.id upon them to continue the ini'jtitutioi.s
and religious customs of New England. In I8I6 President Dv/ight of Vale
said in an address to emigrants from Connecticut which v/as printed
and distributed by the Iviissionsry Society of Connecticut " Upon the
decision of e fev/ depend the interests of millions in aftertimies. It
devolves upon you to ley out the streets and plant the found r tions of
literature end religion and to give a shape to the institutions of
society.
"
Too great stress cannot be laid upon the clear apprehension the
founders and promoters of these societies hed of the grave importance
and far reaching influence of their labors. The phrase, is familiar
"The fathers builded better than they knev/", but it has been cleverly
and truly amended " They often knev/ better th'n they were able to
build." The constitution of the Missionary Society of Connecticut
emphasiT^es the " propagation of the gracious end holy doctrines of
/. Historical ciscourae in commemoration of the one hundredth anni-
versary of the Socioty of Connecticut oy -lev. Eduin Pond Parker, D.D.
Hartford 1898 p. 15
^ Ibid -D.aQ :
•xOuJor ^oiiii'i-'iV e'ion^f^' orf'I"
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Christianity" and T'eels this necessary " to the order and stability
of civil iroverment" These continued the chief motives for the
mipport of the society. Thejy v/ere, horever, amplif ied^ addition-
al reasons wore pressed upon t^ e constituency of this society and
I
the larger nc.tionr,! society to which it became aiixillriy as tine went
on. The s-pread of personal religion and the grov/th of righteousness
rare al.T/ays the first coi.s::deration. On these it was felt profound-
ly that the stability of a self goveiining nation depended. It seemed
at times as if institutions of Nev/ England's faith and order must be
isubr.er^'ec by the opposing elem.ents it encountered but , instead, these
I
very element sof opposition only served as en added ground of appeal
for stronger support. At firsthand for many years ^the appeal was
simply to extend the gospel to frontiers v/here irreligion end ignor-
ance prevailed. In I8:'5, with the beginning of extensive foreign emi4
'gration Dr. Lyman Beecher's plea for the Vu'est Bas piiblished, warnir^g
the friends of religion and liberty that Romanism v/as seel^-ing to takfe
possession of the whole Iliasinsippi valley, and from this time on for
a decade the rescuing of the v.est from Romenism v/as a pov;erful plea.
In the early forties the rapidly increasing population of the North-
west brought into prominence the palitic^l argument, it was felt
thrt " Catholic influeiices would cooperate v/ith infidelity and native
depravity to make voters and legislators." By IB42 tables were prepar-
ed and presented through the publications of thesociety to the
churches of Ilev/ England showing the relative irxfluences of the East
and Y/est in the national legisla ture anc. that between the years 18S0
/. The Home Missionary, April 1842
:;% nc Q.'r.xJ ^Lii.i noi'i v iccrifjexBnill oior-^'.? ;:v^> 'r- . '
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erA 1840 the East had lost and the V/est had pained in representatives,
nrping this aa an argunont I'or C-iristian activity in behalf of the
nev/ states. The West in this period had gained twelve representatives
rhile the Kast had loot thirty, " a nr.ttoz' of trifiinf/ inporta:ice ii"
j
the GO rr.^n and the constituents by vjhon thoy are elected rre intelligent
I r nd vilrtnoTis". utherv/ise :t v/as felt thoy trould be men "chosen for
their subservient views to transient and party interests whose affin-
|l ities are with the boisterous blafTphener , the duelist and the assas -
sin". In 1845, the constituents of the society are told v;ith elaborate
proofs thct the emgrsnts who are flocking to the V/est ere largely
paupers and crinincls, thax in five years the West v/ill hold the
balance of pov/er in Congress and that now is the tirne to affect the
I character of the stranger.'
In 1848, two addressees were published and widely circulated " The
phurch essential to the Republic" by Re^/. E. IT. Kirk*'J^<^ " The Evangel-
. iz?tion of the Ilasses of the People the oijy Gurr: ntee of Represent-
ative Denocracy". by John Thonpson of Poughkeepsief
With r }:een ppprehennion of coming d?ngers Horace Bushnell pub-
lished in 1847 his" Means of our country's salvation". He claimed
th£t Vermont, v/estern New York aiid part of Ohio were safe. " We have
only to make sure of all the states this side of the Ivlississippi
rnd then the critic?! point is past. V/e imist get rid, if possible «
of rlaveiy. It aggravates every bad tendeiicy v/e suffer. V/e cannot
as .American Christians be at peace v/ith it longer. Not forgetting
/ The Home I.lissionary , March 1845
^ " " lAey 1848
'cr;-r"o .T-yt'i'tQ or; \-'^:oMo* bed v-xovo coir .Y'tov~rr^ t<
IP.
the modoration that beloiipa to every jiiot course, we inuEt lift our
volced'c ii.st it and must not deG-lst from all proper neans to r;ocure
Its reiiovrl, till the work ir^ (."one".
These may be taken as representative utterances expressing the
motives used at different tiraes to gain support for missionary
societies for their T7ork on the frontier.
By the beginning of the nineteenth cei^tury the method of sending
out settled pastors for short periods had become inadequate and men
wer© employed for continued service which generally toak the form of
itineraries. In IBOi the societies of Ilev/ England and New York had
agreed upon a "plan of union" under whose provisions raissionciv work
should be conducted. This agreement continued in force till 1852
with growing dissrtisfaction to the two principal bodies involved,
Presbyterians and Congregational ists, It-s text is :s follows:-
Regulations adopted by the General Assembly of the Presbyterian
churches in America and by the General Association of the state of
Connecticut v/ith a view to prevent alienation and promote union and
harmony in those new settlements which are composed of inhabitants
[from those bodies.
1st- It is strictly enjoined on all missionaries to the new
[settlements to endeavor by all proper means to promote lautual for-
be?rance and accomodation, between those inhabitants of the new settle
j,ments who hold the Presbyterian end those who hold the Congregational
form of church government.
2nd- If in the new settlements, any church of the Congregational
order shall settle a minster of the Presbyterian order, that church
1 The Home Missionary November 1847 ,11
:tT030 a r ' , 11.3 ::^o-i ; Jr - • Mi ^-r: fu:? ^.i . u ji.
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may if they choose, still conduct their di'-<jipline according to
Congregationcl principles, cettling their difficulties cmong them-
selves or by e council rautually agreed upon for that purpose . But
if sny difficulty shall exist between the minister end the church or
any member of it, it shall be referred to the Presbytery to v/hich the
minister shell belon*. , provided both parties eeree to it, if not, to
a council consisting of an equal number of Presbyterians and Congre-
gational ists agreed upon ry both parties. '
5rd- If a Presbyterian church shall settle a minister of Congre-
I
gational principles that church may still conduct their discipline
according to Presbyterian principles, excepting that if r difficulty
arise between him and his church or any member of it , the cause shall
be tried by the association to which the said minster shall belong
provided both parties agree to it, otherwise by a council, one half
Congregational andT the other half Presbyterian mutually agreed upon by
the parties, ii
- II
4th- If any congreg tion consist partly of those who hold the
Congregational form of discipline and partly of those who hold the
Presbyterian form we recommend to both parties that this be no obstruct*
ion to their uniting in one church and settling a minister snd that
in this case the church choose a standing committee from the commun-
icants of said church whose business it shall be to call to cccount
every member of the church who shall conduct himself inconsistently
with the laws of Christianity and to give judgment on such conduct
i;
and If the person condemned by their judgment be r Presbyterian he
shell have liberty to appeal to the Presbytery, if a Congregational-
;
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ist he shall have liberty to appeal to the body of the male connuni-
1 cants of the ch\irch. In the former case the determination of the
Presbytery shall be final unless the church consent to a further appeal
to the Synod or to General Assembly and in the latter case if the partv
condemned shall v/ish for a trial by a imitual council, the cause shall
be referred to such council and provided the said standing committee
of any church shall deinite one of themselves to attend the Presbytery,
he may have the same right to sit -^nd. act in the Presbytery as a rul-
o I.
ing elder of the Presbyterian church.
Thr originator of this Plan" is supposed to have been the
younger Edwards. It was adopted by the General Association of Con-
necticut and proposed by that body to the General Assembly,
/ American Church History. Presbyterians. Vol. VI. Thompson, p S5S
^' Leavening the Nation. Joseph 3. Clark, d.D. New York, I90&. p 38
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Chapter ill.
The First Missionary tours to Illinoio.
'1
Under the aunpices of the Missioncry Society of Connecticut v/ith
some help from the Missionary Society of Massachuett s, and in accord
with the terms of the "Plan of Union" the first rdGsionaiy visited
IllinoiG in I8I2. Illinois was then the extreme frontier of the bnited
/.
States. In fact but a small part of what is now Illinois was then
open to settlers, only a narro?/ strip along the Ohio and up the Mis-
sissippi as lar as the trading port* at St. Louis. The main attract-
ions to settlers were the salt works about Shawneetown and what little
business was doing about the seat of government at Kaskaskias The
soldiers of General Clarke were followed by settlers from Virginia,
the Carolinas and Kentucky. They had with them Ivlethodist and Baptist
ministers, ignorant and prejudiced v/hatever their native ability may
have been. To these people were sent out the first missionaries
from the ES|st, a notable event both on account of the aim of the
expedition snd because of the character of its leader. This was
Samuel J. Milis v;ho v/as born in Litti^^ield County, Connecticut^ in
I78S, that county particularly distinguished for the religious leaders
it has given to the country. Mr. Mills* father was a Congregational li
minister. He «as himself educated at Williams College and Andover ji
Theological Seminary §nd was resident graduate for a few months at
|;
Yale. He was ordained to the rainistery at Newburyport, Massashusettg
'
the stronghold of Presbyterianism in New England. He died June 16,
/ See map - McMaster's History of the Peoples of the United Statesil
Vol. IV.
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I8I8 at the ape of thirty-i'ive, yet in this comparatively short life
he accomplished an amazing *mount of work of a v/onderfully broad
quality and work that has touched national life in many ways. During
|ihis college and seminfry days he was living through those experiences
that filled him with r. burning zeel for the extension of Christianity
Ijto foreign Itnids. He was one of four to take the initial steps in the
in the formation of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions, At the tine of his death parties of missionaries had gone
to India, Ceylon, to the Cherokee and Choctaw Indians and to the Sand-
t
wich Islands, many of them, person: lly influenced by him to this work
With this work under way he turned his attention to "Domestic
iMissions" as the phrase was then and from I8I8 to I6I5 undertook two
tours through the West and SouthVTest. The first trip was under the
joint patronage of the Connecticut and Massachusetts societies and
er
he had ?s companion Hev. J. V, Sclmerhorn of the Dutch Reformed church
The second trip of I8I4 was under the patronage of the Connecticut
society v.'ith the assistance of the Philadelphia Bible Society in the
way of Bibles and tracts. The pui-pose of the trip in the words of Li^
biographer Gardiner Spring was " to preach the gospel to the destitute^
to explore the country^ and learn its moral and religious state and to
promote the establishment of Bible societies ?nd other religious and
charitable institutions." The plan of the first trip was to separate
in journeying through New York and Pennsylvania, unite at Marietta,
Ohio, go down the Mississippi to Nev; Orleans, thence across the
'Mississippi Territory, returning by way of the western parts of
Georgia, the Carolinas and Virginia. This plan was carried out. It
Memoir of Samuel J. Mills by Gardiner Spring, New York 1820
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v/as Mr. Mill's cnotom to Keep diary and on the return he end Mr.
Schermerhorn mcde full report to the societies. On the I'irst page of
Mr. Mills journal are found the following subjects of inquiry:
-
/. Are the people supplied with Bibles rnd tracts ?
I How rasny Bibles are wanted in r comrriunity or a town ?
3 Have supplies of Bibles and tracts been received in part ?
Prom whit societies may supplies be expected.?
i~The number of regular clergy in each county,
C.The number of towns able and willing to support ministers .
7. Ascertain, as far as may be, themost hopeful fields for missionaiy
labor
.
g V/hencG did the people originate ?
f An institution for the benefit of the Africans.
Of the North^ Territory Mr. Mills says " South of New Connecticut,
few Bibles or religious tracts ha e been received for distribution
among the inhabitants. The Sabbath is greatly profrned, an- but few
good people can be found in any one place."
Of the people on either side of the Ohio River he says " We found
II
the inhabitants in a very destitute sta.e, very ignorant of the
doctrines of the Gospel and in many instances without Bibles or any
other religious books. The Methodist ministers pass through this
country in their circuits occc:sionally. There e-re a number of good
people in the Territory, who are anxious to have Presbyterian ministers
among them." Introduced hy Dr. Gideon Blackburn in Tennessee to
^General Jacksonv/ho v/as just starting for Natchez with fifteen hundred
volunteers, the two missionaries were his guests down the river.
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In the Report to the Connecticut and Massachusetts societies
'
Mr, Hills gives the results of his investiMations in regard to the
distribution of Bibles while Mr. Schermerhorn in?Kes the more general
report. The following is the report as to Illinois " The settlements
in this territory ere very small and are much scattered. Those on the
Ohio are few, except the Saline and Shaawnee tov/n, and ab(5^t Kaskas-
kias on the Mississippi at the American bottom.
This country is delightfully situated as to climate and is almost
a continual prairie, interspersed with copses of v;ood from Vincennes
to St. Louis. From a sui'vey of a road between these places, lately
made, it appears that for jrhis distance of one hundred and fifty
i,miles. the country is for every half mile or mile, alternately
prairie and open v^ood land. The American bottom is said to be the
finest body of land to be found im the western country. This terri-
tory has onl^ two counties at present, Randolph containing 7275
inhabitants, embracing the settlements on the Ohio and Kaskaskias,
and St. Clair 5007, embracing the settlements opposite St. Louis and
Missouri on the upper settlements, Of this coimty, CahoKia is the
county town. In this whole. Territory is not a solitary ^^resbyterian
minister, though t-l^^ere are several families of this denomination in
different settlements. At Kaskaskias they are anxious to obtain a
Presbyterian minister of proper character and talents who would be wili-
l|ing to take the charge of an Academy. The Baptists have four or five
small churches consisting of not more ^han one hundred and twenty
members. The Methodists have five itinerants besides some local
/. A correct view of that part of the United states which lies V/est
of the Allegany Mountains with regard to religion and morals,Hartford
I8I4.
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preachers p.nd peYhapB six hundred members in their society. This
country was rapidly settled before the war and should peace be restor-
ed, will greatly increase in population and ought to receive early at-
tention from Missionary Bodies."
Mr. Mills urged the api^ointment of a missionaiy to St. Louis and
Salrnl^n (iiddings was appointed by the Connecticut society. The report
from which these extract iire taken stirred all New England and even
interested philanthropists abroad and led to the speedy formation of
the American Bible Society. In I8I4 Mr. Mills started on a record
tour to the West accompanied by Rev. Daniel Smith. Filled with
enthusiasm for the distribution of Bibles he wrote " At Shaweneetown
we sax? Judge Griswold, formerly from Connecticut. He favored us with
letters of introduction to Govenor Edwards and other gentlemen at
Kaskaskias, The Govenor hss promised to patronize the society should
one be formed. This Territory is deplorably destitute of Bibles. In
Kaskaskias, a place containing from eighty to one hundred families,
there are, it is thought not more than four or five." In a letter ad-
dressed to Jeremiah Evarts and dated at Shawneetown, Januaiy 12, I8I5
he reports s second interview with Gov^vnor Edwards on the subject of
a Bible Society and the continued encouragement he received from him.
Erom his observations on this trip he reported the population of
Illinois at 15,000, retarded in growth by the hostilities of neigh-
boring savages. "Until the last summer titles of land could not be
obtained in this territory. But now Land Offices are opened, as some
portions of the country are extremely fertile it is probable that
settlers will now begin to flock in, especially if the war should
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noon termiiiate. " He reports the Eastern settlements as
extensive, v-eaeKvn^ thirty miles up the Wabash and forty do7/n the
Ohio. Many people are employed at the United States Saline works
where salt to the amount of 5600 bushels is produced each week.
"Shswar.eetown is the seat of justice. It contains about one hundred
houses, situated on the Ohio, subject to be ovenlov/ed at high water.
But it is continually deluged like most other towns in the territory
by a far worse flood of impiety and inquity." "Kaskaskjas is the key
to the western settlements and must therefore become a place of much
importance although at present it does not greatly flourish. It
contains between eighty and one hundred families, two thirds French
Catholics. Govatnor Edwards assured ns that a preacher of popular
talents would receive a salary of $1000, per annum, for preaching a
part of the time and instructing a small school,"
The development of St. Louis meant much to Illinois, particularly
I
to the western settlements, Ur, Mills wrote " St. Louis has a popula-
tion of 2000, one third American^the rest French Catholics. The .Ameri-
can families are many of them genteel and well infoined; but very few
1 of them religious. When we told them that a missionary had beer-
appointed to that station by the Corjciecticut Missionary Society they
reiJeived the information with joy. The most respectable people in
town assured us that a young man of tal\ents, piety and liberality of
mind would receive an abundant support; ^12 00 or$I400 a year might
be relied on by such a man if he would teach ^ school and preach but
part of his time, V/hen we consider the present situation of St. Louis
and the high probability that it will become a flourishing commercial
^
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town we cannot but desire that the person already appointed may
speedily be sent. No place in the Western country, Nev/ Orleans except-
ed has greater natural advantages,"
The general conclusions on the religious situation in the regions
visited were as follo7/s:- "The character of the settlers is such &s
to render it pecularly important that missionaries should early be
sent among theTn. Indeed, they can hardly be said to have a character;
assembled ae they are from every state in the \mion, pnd originally
from almost every nation in Europe. The m.ajoriiy, although by no
means regard^a^^of religion, have not yet embraced any fixed principled
respecting it. They are ready to receive any impressions v:hich a
public speaker may attempt to m.alce. Hence every species of heretics
in the country flocK. to the new settlements. Hence also the Baptist
and Methodist denominations are exerting them.selves to gain a foot_
ing in the territory, some portions of this country are pretty f-or-
oughly supplied with their preachers, V/hy, then, it may be asked,
should we not leave it wholly to them ? V/e answer, the field is
large enough for us all. Many of their preachers are exceedingly
illiterate. We have mentioned a number of places in which an earnest
desire was manifested to have missionaries sent among them. This
was not the desire of a few individual Presbyterians merely, but of
many of the officers in the civil government of the Territories and
of some of the most respectably citizens of various denominations.
The three Gov<riors arid a number of judges in the respective Territor-
ies
-expressed to us their feeling upon the subject. Governor Edwards
of Illinois has been for some oime endeavoring to obtain a Presbyter-
vcf %-:-."-f:' r-
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iar preacher there, and Goveraor Pooy of Indiana propoaed himself to
write to some rissionary society to obtain oi^e for his neighborhood."
A final communication is directed to the society after they had
returned; " ever since we came back to this land of Christian privil-
eges we have been endeavoring to arouse the attention of the public
and to direct it toward the v;est. These exertions have been stimulat-
ed by a deep conviction of the deplorable state of the country. Ne^/ei
will the impression be erased from our hearts, that has been made by
beholding those scenes of wide spreading desolation. The whole
country from Lake Erie to the Gulf of Mexico is as the valley of the
shadOT/ of death. This vast country contains more than a million of
inhabitants. Their number is every year increased by a mighty flood
of emigration."
vJe hs.vo noticed that one subject of inquiry with Mr. Mills was
to be some method of improving the condition of the African, Col-
onization schemes vere then occupying the attention of the philan-
thropic?. England had founded her colony of Sierra Leone in l'/9P.
This method of dealing with a question that troubled many consciences
seemed to v/in the support of both Northeners and Southeners. His
biographer says that while in the southern states he collected facts
respecting the condition of " his poor African brethrenw""ln the
western states he was endeavoring to arouse the attention of the
charitable end influential, because he conceived that their weight
in the councils of the nation and their pecuniary aid might be after*,
ward wanted. In Ohio, Indiana and Illinois he labored much to procure
the grant of a township of land, on which a small colony might be
c^rf^ VDiJ r:' • rsQ c-.*: . c Ji5fc„-. "ic 'iXmO orfJ o* c-f.'rl.^ o."^"^.; ::oi'i vijaucc
established both for the purpose oi* maKing the experiment and evincing
the utility of such attempts, and more particularly, to prepare a num?-
ber of persons to taK:e the lead in some more enlarged establishment
of Liberia as a free colony for negro s on the coast of Africa.
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Chapter IV.
Be^inningij of Uissionary v/ork. The Andover Period.
The main result of these toiu's for Illinois outside the interest
aroused in its condition v/as in securing the appointment of Salman
Giddings to St, Louis. He v/as a native of Hartford. Conneoticut,
brother of Joshua Giddings ^^io " ^^-e great commoner;* He received
his education at V/illiaras Collegd and Andover Seminary.' Contemporary
notices show that Connecticut felt she was giving her best in sending
him to the frontier. He was sent out as a missionary to " vacant set-
tlements" and authorized to preach statedly in any particular place
for such a portion of the time as the people should see fit to employ
him at their own expense, vaien he reached St. Louis he picked up a
newspaper published in that city in which he founc: an article headed
Caution " The public were informed that a society at Hartford, Con-
necticut, was about to send missionaries to that region and the
citizens should be on their giiard. He won his way, hov/ever, into
the confidence of the people. He v;as active in making trips as far
and as often as he could and keep the East irxformed of the religious
condition of the frontier. He took the settled region under his
care and to the time of his death in 1828 was the founder and overseer
of its churches. Of some twenty churches, eight viere in Illinois,
/. The fiecord of Fifty Years. Rev. li, K. ViThittlesey
Historical Papers, Ottav/a 1894
%. Historical Statement by Rev. T. Lippenc;ott. Home Missionary August^
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located at KaskacKian, Shoal CreeK, Lebanon, Belleville, Lie Core ' n
Settler.ent, Turkey Hill, Collinsvillc and E(?v:8rdsvillc. The I'irst of
these Illinois churches was at Belleville, rounded August; 1816 . The
Missionary Society of Connecticut was called on to supply there churcht^
with ministers and to some extent did so. A n-raber of men were sent
out with coninlssions in rather general terms as had been that of
Salmon Giddings. They were coimnissioned to Indiana and Illinois, to
Illinois and Missouri, to regions " west of the Alleghanies"
Sylvester Larned commissioned to Mew Orleans Pleached at settlements
in the Northwest on hid v/ay. David Tenney of Harvard College and
Andover Seminary v/ent to Shoal Creek in I8I8 and died there the fal-
lowing year. John I'iilcot Ellis educated at D?.rtmouth and Andover
was sent to Kaskaslcias and lived to accomplish a great work for Illin-
ois.
Mills, aidciings, Tenney and Ellis v/ere all from Andover, the fruit
of Andover' s missionary enthusiasm so conspicuous in the first part
of the century.
Most of the men sent out by the Missionary Society of Connecticut
up to 1826 Y/ere transients as iar as Illinois vras concerned. In 1826
the year of the i^ounding df the National Society, E.G. Ilowe was at
Diamond Grove, Tliomas Lippincott was commissioned as missionary in
1829 although he had come to St. Louis from Connecticut as early ad
/, 7ifty Years of Home Missions. Rev. Joseph E. Roy
Historical Papers Ottawa 1894
I, Ibid
1 Ibid
H Andov-e3?-^^Otaituary Record.
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I8I7 end removed to lllii:ol6 in 1818. Besides the.?c coirnniGsioned
missionaries who were permanently at work in Illinois by the year 1826
there were lew other residei^t Nev/ Englanders. Mllia mentioned
Judge Griswold of Connecticut in Shawnwtown in I8I5. In 181?' the
Collins brothers cane from Litchfield, Coimocticut , from Lyman 3eecher^
church. Later other members of the family joined them. They estab-
lished themselves opposite St. Louis. They were energetic prosper-
ous people, establishing tan yard, lumber mill, farm, store, distill-
ery and running a steamboat on the Mississippi. They were strong in
principle as well as energy and gave up their dir5tillery when Lyman
Beecher's great tem.perance sermon convinced them of the wrong of it.
One sister married Salmon Giddings end as a fam.ily they marked not
only the geography of that part of Illinois with its Collinsville,
and Lebanon, named after the Litchfield county town of that name, but
also had a strong influence on the religious end political history of
the state.
The year 1826 brought a change in missionary method. The American
Home Missionary Society was founded, surely needed to avoid the con-
flicts of the Nev/ England, New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania so-
cieties. The policy of sending itinerants was dropped. Hereafter
men were appointed to definite places and a more stable v/ork begun.
I
A second period m.ay well include the years tfetween 1826 jand 1^853
when the elope of the Black Ha?/k Wa:7 opened the j northern paift of th©
stat€ to settlement and New Tlnglandisrs be?an to 1come ijn, in largci
,
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numbers and (kemand churches like those tney had 'left. 1 Till! that
/ Congregationalists in V/estern Illinois, Willicm H. Collins,
I Historical Papers^, Ottawa 1894.
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Chapter V,
1812- ih'P.^
The Yale Period. T^ntering Central llllnoio. Opening ot Illinoio
College. The outpost at Galena.
A second period may well include the years between 1826 and lb?>?^
when the close of the Black Hawk War opened the northern part of the
state to settlement and New Englanders began to come in, in laree
numbers and demand churches like those they had left. Till that
tirae the religious efforts of New England for the frontier continued
to be a work amone a population with both social customs and religious
ideas different from Kev* oVJ'\^.
The new society assumed Ellis and HoT/e as its missionariesand in
the years that immediately followed commissioned Soloman Hardy of
AndovTBfr to Shoal Creek, J.G. Bergen of New Jersey to Springfield,
John Matthews to Kaskaskias, Cyrus Watson of Connecticut to Edwards-
villo and Aratus Kent of Connecticut of Connecticut to Galena. Mean-
while Stephen Bliss of Nev/ Hampshire had been adopted as pastor b/
the church founded in Edwards county by a lien England colony coming
by Y/ay of V/est Virginia^commissioned by the society^ he was by 1829
urging missionaries for V/ayne, White, Gallatin and Pope counties.
As the religious work for Illinois up to 1826 had emanated so
largely from Andover so the period now contemplated was enriched
/. Fifty Years of Home Missions, Rev. Joseph E. Roy, Historical
Papers, Ottawa 1894.
1 History of Congregational Association of Southern Illinois.
Rev. George R. Parrish, Chicago 1892.
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by a stronp religious Tnoveraent aricirip from /ale College and yet in
direct line of succession to the Andover movement throu^jh the efforts
of John Uillot Ellis, vaien he was ordained in the Old South church
in Boston in IbP.F^ the charge contained the instructions that he v;as
" to build up an institution of learning v.^hich shall bless the West
for all time" He was located at Kaskaskis from to 1828. In
I8S8 he undertook a trip through the"upper counties" for the society,
He visited Edv/arc' sville, Carrolton, Jacksonville rnd Springfield.
All the time he had in mind e desirable location for the school he
had been charged to found. Jacksonville particularly pleased him,
the church had grown rapidly and desired him as pastor. It seemed
the most promising part of the state. He wrote " Sangamon, Morgan
and Green counties are taking the lead in this state. This is that
part of Illinois v/hich now is from all apT>earances is dS-stined to be
the m.ost populous nd wealthy. It is even proverbial that it
possesses a rare combination of be^"^y prospect, richness of soil
and salubrity of climate. A spirit of industry ?nd enterprise is
found in th^e counties, not to be found in this state elsev^here nor
in Missouri. Many Eriglish farmers end many from N6w England and
Hew York are effecting a happy state of agricultural improvement. No
country can exceed this i or farming. Common crops of corn yeild fifty
to seventy-^ive busheli per acre, vvheat of the best quality too,
twenty-five bushels per acre, thirty- five not uncommon. Through this
flourishing country flows the Illinois River admitted to be without a
}• Fifty Years of Home Missions, Rev. Joseph E. Roy, Historical
Papers, Otfewa 1894,
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rival ill beatity aiid excellence of navigation. The market on the
Illinoio v/as opeiied the present year by steam. Eipht or ten steam-
boats have already visited the Morgan landing since the spring and more
are expected."
Mr. Ellis made this trip in the spring of 1828. By September he
had removed to Jacksonville antf had secured between two and three
thousand dollars for his "seminary af 1 earning l* The half quarter
section purchased for its location he described as " the most beautiful
spot I have ever seen". John Ellis with Thomas Lippincott had been
appointed as an educational committee by the Presbytery of Missouri
which then included Illinois. They had asked aid from the Presbyteiy
for the Jacksonville school but were refused and had then raised the
money mentioned above by circulating an "outline" through Bond, Sang-
i,
amon, rnd Morgan counties.
In the early part of 1829 the "Illinois Association" had been
formed at Vale College, ?Ir. Theron Baldwin read in Decem/oer IB28 an
essay before the Society of Inquiry at V^l^ on individual effort in
the cause of Christ, It stirred Mr. Mason (jxosvenor to thoughts of
immediate activity and to the idea of an association of young men of
like mind to siach an end. He talked with other young men in the
college and theological seminary suggesting the formation of an
association of men of like mind who should pledge them.selves to go
West as home missionaries to locate near each other so as to advise,
encourage and strengthen each other, to found a college, in short to
' Home Missionary , September, 1828
^. Historic Morgan. and classic Jacksonville.
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give fieraselves to the development of the frontier.' .luot at thio
time they read in the"Hoine Missioncry" of Mr. Ellis' plan for s sem-
inary of learning at Jacksonville. Mr. Grosvenor iimnediately wrote
him, told him of the suggested Yale organization and suggested that
that the two projects might be combined. Wlien his answer was ceceived
after the two Tronths it took for a letter to reach Illinois and its
answer to return, it proved so satisfactory that the organization
was at once completed with the following compact
" Believing in the entire alienation of the natural heart from
God, in the necossity of the influences of the Holy Spirit for its
renovation, and that these influences are not to be expected T.ithout
the use of means; deeply impressed also with the destitute condition
of the Tf7estern section of our country and the urgent claims of its
inhabitants upon the benevolent at the East, and in viev/ of the fear-
ful crisis evidently approaching, and which we believe c&n only be
averted by speedy and energetic measures on the part of the friends
of religion and literature in the older States, and believing that
evangelical religion and education must go hand in hand to the suc-
cessful accompli shiTient of this desirable object; we the undersigned
hereby express our readiness to go to the State of Illinois for the
purpose of establishing a Seminary of learning such as shall be best
adapted to the exigencies of that country- a part of us to engage in
instruction in the Seminary- the others to occupy- as preachers-
/ Dr. Samel Willard, Memorial of the Life and Work of Dr. J.M, Stur-
tevant, Rept. Supt. Ed. 1885- Ib86 p. 98
^l.Julisn Sturtevant. An Autobiography. Fleming H, Rivell Co. 1896
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inportant stations in the surrounfing country- provided the undertak-j
Ing be deemed practicable, and the location approved- and provided ©J^-
so the providence of tiod pGimit us to engage in it.
Theron Baldwin, Jo^-n F. Brooks, Mason Grosvenor,
Elisha Jenney, William Kirby, Julian LI. Sturtevant, Asa Turner*
Theological Department Yale College, Feb. 21, IB^y.
This was the first "band" of the kind to take to itself a part-
icular field of effort, Five other men joined the "association
later, from Yale and Andover. Their first effort was to start e sub-
scription for Illinois college Jeremiah Day, president of Yale College
and other professors approved the plan and gave their aid in raising ,
$ 10,000 to help in the work.
The institution was to be controlled by ten trustees seven of
whom were to be the men who had signed the compact of the association
while the remaining three were to be elected by the Illinois subscrib-
ers.
The plan v/as submitted to the American Home Missionary Society
which pledged its endorsement and countance to the educational plans
and agreed to send, the men to Illinois and provide their support as
far ao necessary."^"
As a matter of fact the original gift of ^ 10,000 was by no means
the end of :E!astern giving to Illinois college. For several years !
it w^s almost entirely dependent on the gifts of Eastern friends and
later often sent some representative of the college. Pres. Beecher,
I Julian Sturtevant. An Autobiography. Fleming H. Rivell Co. 1896
p. 139.
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Mr. Brldwin or Mr. Sturtevant to gather funds in Now England.
In September Ibpy the association sent J. M. Sturtevant and
Theron Baldv/in to Illinois to complete arrangements for cotaoin^^*? ^'^^
tro enterprises. They brought with them the promise of the ^10,000
and on December ib, I82y cn agreement was concluded oetween the
original stock -holders and the "Illinois Association of Yale College
The stock-holders voted their confidence in their Kew eastern
members, thanked them and J. II, Ellis ^nd the non-resident contribut-
ors. The new college opened its doors January 4, IH'60 with nine
students and J. M. Sturtevant as chief instructor. V/ithout dwelling
on the influence of this college on the development of Illinois
we will notice a little further the work of the "Yale Band" for this
state. V/liiie the interests of these theJgical students was always so
strong in Illinois College as to serve as a bond between them, and a
place where they might sometimes meet, their lives for the most part
were devoted to other regions in Illinois and other interests. It
was an advantage for Illinois not to be calculated that so early in
her history men of broad education snd an interest in the broadest
and best development of the state should have devoted themselves to
her interests. It is fitting to record these names with some brief
I Julian Sturtevant. An Autobiography. Fleming H. Revell Co. 1696
p. 181
2,. Historic Morgcn and Classic Jacksonville.
3. Home laissionary May 1&?>6
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account of their labors.
The seven men v/ho formed the original aosociation v/ere Uason
Grosvenor, Theron Baldwin, John F. BrooUs Elisha Jenney, William Kirby^
Asa Turner and Julian M. Sturtevant. Those who joined later were
Romulus Barnes, William Carter, Flavel Bascoin, Albert Hale and Lucien
Farnhan.
Mason Grosvenor' was born in Pomfret, Connecticut September 13,
1800 and graduated from Yale College in I8P? and studied three years
at the Divinity School, He was the prime mover in the organization
of the"Yale Band" He took an active part in raising funds for Illin-
ois College but was prevented by ill health from goiong to Illinois
till 1853 when he became for some time a teacher in Illinois College,
Theron Baldwin was born in Goshen, Litchfield county, Connecticut
in I80I. He graduated from Yale in 1827 and studied two years in the
Divinity School and went to Illinois in 1829. He was a trustee of
Illinois College till his death and always active in its interests.
He was pastor at Vandalia and Llonticello where he organized and con-
ducted Monticello Female Semanary. For some years he was agent of the
American Home Missionary Society for Illinois and his reports are
notable for their elegance of style and breadth of view. He v;as promot-
or and Secretary of the Collegiate and Theological Educational Society
at the V/est. Mr. Sturtevant said of him "he always meant business".
John Flavel Brooks'was born in Westmoreland, New York, December 3,
L Obituary Record of Yale College.
0, . Obituary Record of Graduates of Yale College Ho. II
i Julian M. Sturtevant. An Autobiography. Fleming H, Revell Co.
1896 p. 151
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I80I. He graduated from Hamilton College in IBP& and studied three
I.
years at Yale Divinity School rnd went in lb?>l to Illinois as Home
Missionary to St. Clair county. He preached in Collinsvilie snd
Belleville but preachirig gave v.'ay to teaching r.nd for hie lonp- years
of service in teaching he is best known in Illinois, He taught
school in Belleville. In 1857 he opened a teachers seminary in
V/averly^ one of tne earliest attempts to give normal instruction to
teachers. His seminary was not, however, successful and in 184. he
went to Springfield vrhere he opened an academy in which special
attention was given to the education of teachers. He continued to
teach till the academy gave way to the public high school and after-
ward in a small private school till his death in 1887. As teacher "no
one else has served so long and none more devotedly".
Elisha Jenney^'was born at Fairhaven^Uassachuetts, Navonber 7, I805«
He graduated from Dartmouth College in IbJ>7 and studied at Yale
Divinity School for tliree years. He was pastor at Alton, Y/averly,
Monticcllo, Spring Greek and Island Grove up to 1849. From 1849 to
1858 he undertook evangelistic work for the Alto:. Presbytery. In
1858 he became agent of the Home Missionary Society for Central an:
Southern Illinois. He died at his home in Galesbur|- in 1882.
William Kirby^was born in ISiidletoY/n Connecticut July 10,1806. He
X. W. L. Pilisbury, Historical Sketch of Illinois State Normal
Unniversity. Kept. Supt. Ed. 1887-86 p. 80. Dr. Samuel Willard.
History of Early Education in Illinois. Rept. Supt. Ed. I88s- 84
p. 119.
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pradnatcd fnyam Yale College in 1827 and studied in Yale Divinity School
for three years, ^e then became an instructor in Illinois College for
two years and then pastor to the chiirchs in Union Grove, Blackstone
Grove^i'endon, successively till 1845. m ten years he organized
forty-one churches. For some years till his death in 1851 he was a
general agent for the society in Illinois, especially valuable for.-i
his fine business capacity though he himself never received more
than $400 per year.
Asa Turner' was born in Templeton, Massachuetto in 1799. He studied
for two years in Yale Divinity School. His early work was in Quincy
though later he was identified with lov/a and was one of the founders
of Cowa College. He graduated from Yale College in 1827.
J. 11. Sturtevant was born in V/arren, Connecticut in 1805 and
graduated from Yale College in 1826.^ He became the first teacher in
Illinois College in 1830 and continued work in that college t$ll 1885.
For many years he was its president. In his la^er years he published
several books on religious and thep'gical subjects and always devoted
himself to the educational development of the V/est.
The following are the men who joined the association after 1829
Romulus Barnes, William Carter, Flavel Bascoin, Albert Hale, Lucion
Farnham.
Romulus Barnes was born in Bristol, Connecticut, October 16, 1800
He graduated from Yale College in 1828 and studied for three years
in the Yale Divinity School. He served as Home Missionary in Peoria,
1
Obituai"/ Record of Yale College.
^r-. Ibid
3 Ibid .
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Knox &nd Mc'ionongh counties r.nd started a Seminary '"^t Washington,
Tazewell county. He died in l84o at the age of fotty-six.
William Carter' v/as born in New Canaan, Connecticut in IbOft and
graduated at Yale in 1828. He remained at yale in the Divinity School
as a tutor till 183?> when he v/ent to the Congregational Church in
Jacksonville rnd regained in Illinois for the rest of his life. He
was pastor for many years ct Pittsfield, Ibi^8-66 and resided there
He was
till his death in 1871. r trustee of Illinois College and director of
Chicago Theological Seminary.
Plavel Bascom was born in Lebanon, Connecticut in 1804 cj.d grad-
uated f^om Yale in 1828. ?or, three years he was a student in the
Divinity School and for three years more a tutor in the College. He
worked in Peoria, Bureau, Putnam and Tazewell counties. He was pastor
in Galesburg, Dover, Prir.ceton, Hinsdale and from 1840 to 1850 pastor
of the first Presbyterian church in Chicago, was one of the
founders of Beloit College and one of its trustees for thirty''-seven
years. He v/as aloo a trustee of Knox College and a director for thir^
ty years of Chieago Theological Seminary.
Albert Hale'^t>orn in Glastonbury, Connecticut in 1799 and grad-
uated from Yale in 1827. He studied for three years in the Divinity
School. Prom I8SI to I&56 he was missionary to Bethel and Bond
counties. He was agent of the Missionary Society from I8S6 to 1839
4
and then became pastor of the Second Presbyterian church of Spring-
Obituary Record of Yale College.
Seventh General Catlogue of the Divinity School of Yale Unniver-
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field v/here he remined till his retirement in IBeS7, " a fearless
advocate of human rights and Christian patriotism
,
The missionary
tours of Hr. Hale and I.Ir Baldwin extended from the Ohio river to the
northern border of the state, and their good results continue to this
I.
day;
a.
Lucien Farnham wqs born July 8, 1799 at Lisbon, Connecticut
. He
graduated from Amhurst College in 1827 and from Andover Seminary in
1830. He was thus the only member of the " band" who never studied
at Yale. He went as Home Missionary to Illinois In 1830 and preached
there till his death in 1874, He preached in Jacksx^nville, Princetoinn
Hadley, 3ct ivia, Loclcport and Newark.
Before this group of men had entered Illinois to advance with
its population toward the center and north en isolated settlement
had appeared in the extreme northern part of the state v/here, at
Galena, the goveurment lead mines were attracting a rude population •
In April 1828 a resident of the settlement made- an appeal to the
Home Missionary Society for a resident missionary. He justified his
appeal by giving a description of the condition and prospects of
Galerxa. At that time it had 1200 to 1600 inhabitants although only
two years before there had been but fifty people there. x\io thirds
of the present population were from the United States the remainder
were mostly Irish Catholics. The United States agent reported five
/. Julian M. Sturtevant. An Autobiography. Fleming H. RCveil Co.
1896. p. 243.
1
^ General Catalogue of the Theological Seminary, Andover, Mass.
1880 p. 75.
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million pounds of lead as taXen from the raelting eeteblislunent o.
^'Eveiy Gteam- boat brings worlcers and by Jtiily it is thought, the number
will be 10,000." There v/as no clergymen, protestant or catholic and
no school. A movement v/as on foot for erecting a place of worship
and starting r subscription for the support of a clergymrn. Tt/o names
77ere down for ^125. July 7, the same correspondent inforce*. his appeal
by saying the population had reached 10,000 and the subscription $400.
without
He reports burials services, Meanwhile Aratus Kent of Suffied, Con-
necticut had graduated from Yale in I8I6 and studied theology in
/.
New York for four years. The year I822-I8S3 he v;as a student at
Princeton theological seminary. He offered his services to the Mission-
ary Society asking to be sent "to a place so hard that no one else
would take it". March, 1829 he was commissioned to Galena. After a
journey of eighteen and a half days he reached his destination with a
feeling of elation that all the broad region above St. Louis was "his
diocese" since there was no clergyman anyv/here in it. Thus began a
service of thirty-nine years for northern Illinois. Tor nineteen years
his labors centered about Galena. He then became agent of the Society
for northern Illinois. He did much for the religio\is and educational
.
interests of this part of the state. He helped found Beloit College a
and was its first president,
^jy^^^ reached Galena he did not find
conditions so favorable as he had hoped. A combination of unpro-
pitious circumstances has already produced and threatens still greater
embarrassments in this place and the adjoining country. The present
regulations of government oppressive. I shall not take it upon
/, History of Rockford Charles A. Church 1900 p. 295
L-Home Missionary March, 1829
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Tne to say that they require too great a proportion of the lead but
the requisition that those who live fifty miler: out should deliver theiat
tithes hero* restrictions by which people rre prevented fron
cultivating the soil and are then made to depend on marKets ? thousand
miles distant, are oppressive beyond endurance. The merchants end
smelters have sold their goods on credit to anch an unwarrantable
extent that the country is become bankrupt. The price of load is so
low, that, under present disadvantages it will scarcely pay for dig-
ging, smelting and conveying to market. In addition to all this, the
l;
capitalists who generally live at a distance, are taking the alarm and
using oppressive measures to call in their funds. The consequence of
all which is that the people are fast retreating, and the present pro-
spect is, that but few, comparatively* will remain here tlirough the
wint er .
"
In the fall of 1829* i-lr. Kent made a tour to St. Louis and on his
return by way of the Illinois River visited the little settlement of
Unoin Grove where a little coram\inity of seventy families had built a
church, the first north of Springfield and a hundred miles above it.
He reported this community to the Society and their desire for a
mini st er
,
By Ib.so even before the Black Hawk v/ar he is exploiting the ex-
cellence of northern Illinois and calling for settlers. i am still
of the opinion that this minir^g country will settle with unexampled
rapidity when it ie thrown into market as i think it will \m within
two years. Believing as I do that the soil, the minerals, the sal-
ubrity and the v;ater pov/er afford a combination of inducements to
'
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settlere unequalled In the United States and such as will soon re-
ender it a populous district, I am extreemly anxious that laborers
should taXe the field in time". He pleads for a colony to come out
like that at Plymouth Rock. They should come from princ;ipiie. " Bibles
tracts end missionaries are indcspensible but they inust be accompan-
ied by intelligent and matured piety in the ordinary walks of life."
By ler'^I Galena had recovered her prosperity. By 1833 Mr. Kent im*
pressed by the military defenses of the frontier fancies a line of
evangelical posts along the northern boundary of the state. This is
suggested by a second visit to Unoin Grove and to Port rearborn v/here
he found Jeremiah Porter just arrived with the troops from the north
and ready to take up missionary duties among solders and civilians. He
would nave Union Grove and Fort Dearborn serve as evangelical posts
to resist the onsets of sin just as the militaiy post was set for
the protection of the country. Mr. Kent's pride in Galena is shown in
his comment on Chicago at this time, "it is an important station and
If the pier now coramenceing should be permanent and the harbor be-
come a safe one, Chicago will undoubtly grov; as rapidly as any village
In the v/estern country." In I84I he wrote "more business is done in
Galena than any place either in the state or territory."
In 1829 Aratus Kent found bnoin Grove in Putnam county, isolated
by a hundred miles of urijiabited prairie from Springfield. It was the
navigable Illinois River that thus drev; settlers into the center and
north of the state. In I8.si a settlement was formed at Pekin and a
church founded the following year even during the progre s ot the
Indian War showing hor settlers were crowding into the Indian country.
/ ' Home M3slo.nary I8gl I
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In I82B the "upper counties" were Sangamon* Morpan and Green accord-
ing to John Ellis. In that same year another writer describes lireen,
Morgan, Sanpamon, Tazewell, Peoria, Fiilton, Schuyler, Adams aiid Pike
as counties in the northern part of the state. He says settlements in
M6rgan r.nd Sanganon began as early as 1820. All of these counties
except 7azev/ell were in the military bounty tract which had been sur-
veyed and laid off into counties to 41? Six of these Peoria, Fulton,
Schnyler, Calhoun, Pike and Adams had been organized rnd courts held.
" Communication with other parts of t^.e state is at times very dif-
ficult on account of ice, bad ferries end overflowing of the Illinois
pnd its tributaries." Rev. J. G. Bergen was sent into this region
in 1828, to Springfield, receiving courtesies from Govgpfnor Edwards
at Belleville on his way. He founc Springtield a town of 1500 inhab-
itants with traders coming in from twenty end forty miles around. In
1850 he writes " one never beheld a fairer or more inviting region
than the upper counties to which a tide of emigration rolls with an
unexampled rapidity," " V/e must have pious laymen. Let such indi-
viduals consider well end they will find the appeal is strong to their
interest and duty, for the present &nd the future, for themselves and
the generation which is to come". I:
He too reports the advanced settlement of Union Grove and Pekin,
the latter "only came into market last autumn." II
In I8,'5I a v;ri'»- er from Vandalia calls attention to the fact that
the missionaries are altogether neglecting the south and east of the:
ii
I Home Missionary 1828
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state for the r.orth and west and that too when the bulk of the popula-
tion is south 01' Vandal ia.
This then was the state or settlement in at the close of the
Black Hawk War^T'ie majority of population in the southern part of the
state but thtY^.more interest and promise on the northern frontier.
Immediately upon the close of the war the eastern emigration which had
already begun crid had had an influence upon the "upper counties" of
1828 was increased to & great extent. Not witl'out influence upon
would-be"c't"ti<2rs must have been the appeals of missionaries published
and distributed widely as they were through the East. They never
failed to describe tne beauty and fertility of the country » its pro-
mise of future fruitiXilness or the need of '^pious families" as set-
tlers to possess the land for righteousness. \n\o could resist the
optimism and hopefulness of Llr. Bergen as he wrote in 1829 from
Springfield! "It has appeared to me after a year's observation of
climate, soil, production and great water privileges in these parts,
having the V/abash on the east, the Ohio on the south, the lvlisi;issippi
on the west, the Illinois and Sangamon through the center, and the
inexhcust ible mines on the north, that here are held out the bright-
est end richest prospects of abundance, usefulness and comfort to
thousands in the eastern and middle states. And is not now the time
while there is c stagnation of business in the old states, a depression
in many of your great establishments and hundreds ere thrown out of
employment, and here the best selections are yet to be made ? A
thorough conviction on these points by many letters from Tiiy relations
and others in this country, together with a full belief that our pop-
/ Home Missionary June 1829
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Illation in tine West T;as out-growing the institutions of religion,
science end common learning induced me with my little I'amily volun-
tarily to lay down our mon/ endearments in the East take our
stand here. When I first sav; I.lr. Ellis, more than a year apo, he
told me he was fixed in his purpose to abide in this state while up
to that hour he could scarcely see a ray of hope dawning on our cause
in Illinois,"
\
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Chapter VI
Growth of the Churches in Northern Illinoic, Chicago, Fox River
region , Rockford. A lessened interest in Southern Illinois. Effect;
i
of Illinois Central Railroad on the chnrch grorr^h in Eastern Illinois'.
Chicago was the first place to spring into importance after the v.ai.
In Theron Baldwin of the " Yale Band" visited the place and thus
described it. "Chicago is d^jstined soon to be a place of great irnportan
' ance. It is fast becoming a great thoroughfare* furnishing as it does
the only harbor, on all that portion of the laKe; ©specially when the
i'
canal or railroad is opened, there must be a vast amount of business
!
drawn to that point. It has increased with astonishing rapidity the
|i present season. I was told that since the opening of spring, not far
h
from seventy buildings of all sorts had been erected on were under way
y
There are more than twenty stores of different kinds and, I regret
to add, that isith few exceptions they traffic in ardent spirits. I saw
nothing in Chicago to induce the belief that the morals of the people
generally were below other new towns of a similar character. No in-
stance of intoxication on the part of the white men fell under my
notice. But the degraded Potawattomles, v;ho on some days throng the
streets, presented a most disgustil^g and affecting spectacle. One
could hardly walk out at any time without coming in contact with more
or less cases of beastly intoxication smong them".
|l It was on this trip that the deserted forts constructed as pro- ;i
tection against Indians were used as preaching places. '
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A little earlier JorBniali fortor, educated -t V/illiarn^ College
and Princeton Theological Seminary was conmissioned gs mis&ionary to
the military post at Sault de Saint l/iarie. When Hrjor John ?ov;le
was sent with troops to build a pier c-nd cut the sand bar ct Fort
Dearborn he asked I.Ir. Porter to go with feim He at once found material
for a church meny of whose members hrd been born in New England.
Writing on his arrival he said " A papal priest reached this place
from St. Louis a i^ort night since rnd I ho: e Providence ha* sent s
counteracting influence here just in season." Mr. Porter was not so
optimistic about Chicago as was Mr. Baldwin "Iniquity has abounded
here" he wrote, " The awful scenes of •'the treaty* , the unprovoked
and wanton violence of the Sabbath, the disregard by multitudes of the
necessary laws and customs of well regulated communities, the ridicu-
lous imitation of the follies of the most profligate cities of our
land have mrde Christianr; tremble for the future prospects of this
place."
This same year both Mr. Porter and Mr. Kent visited the settlement
of Pountaindale or Du Page where were a cluster of families from
Veinnont and founded a church there.
Thr valley of the 7ox River and the region between the Des Plaines
River and Lake Michigan now became a favorite piece for settlement.
In 1834 Rev. N. C. Gierke was sent to D^^ Page and became the active
missionary and organizer of churches of all the Fox and Des Plaines
River region. A grant for railroad between Chicago and Galena shows
the rising importance of this region. Cliurches were founded in
1836
Plainville, St. Charles, I83H , Elgin^I836, Aurora^I838, in 1837 the
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the First Coiwejjat ional church of Kockford was organized. Itcj early
establishment in the tov/n, its peaceAil history, its stronp and
influential position is typical o' the history of this church in
most northern Illinois tov/ns. The first permcnent settlers of
Roclcford were Germanlcus Kent and Thatcher Blrke, the former £ nctit^e
of S\iffield, Connecticut and a brotherof Aratus Kent the missionary
at Galena. Thatcher Blake v/as from Maine. One came to build a saw-
mill
.
, the other to farm. This was in 18^34. LIr. Kent's family
joined him coming from Galena in the sprintr of 1835. Other people had
by this time settled in the locality. On the second Sunday of June
1835 the first religious sei^vice was conducted in the house of
Germanicus Kent by his brother Aratus Kent. The church was organized
May 5, 1837 with nine members. Its first church building was made
possible by gifts from friends of the early settlers in Nev/ York,
amounting to ^>800. The church seems to have supported its minister
alone from the beginning,. The longest pastorate has been that of
from 1850 to 1872
Rev, Henry U, Goodwin^ In I84y a second Congregational church was
founded and in 1858, a third, both daughters of the first. Rockford
has always been a stroixghold of Congregationalism.^'
Through the rest of the thirties arid forties there was persistent
and increasing demand for missionaries as the country filled up with
eastern settlers. Churches slowly became self supporting such was
the material prosperity of the countri-^. Yet in 1844 of forty-six
Congregational churches all but two v/ere helpSd by the society and that
same year there, was a call for tv;enty missionaries for noTthern
Illinois, many of the towns offeririg to pay part, at ieasx, af the
I History of Rockford. Charles A. Church. 1900 p. p. 28, 87, 506.
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salary. It v.as clear that during these years the southern part of the
state was neglected or inhospitafcle to the eastern miosionarios. In
Ib47 about JacKGonville which in I82b was the center of missionary
work, twelve churches were without ministers. The new population com-
ing to the northern part of the state showed tasts agreeable to the
missionary and the work in the north and v/est was urgent and prosper-
ous. One pastor wrote of his parish as follows, "Permit me to notice
a fact which finds a parallel only in the early history of Hew Eng-
land; that Christians seem to be roused to the importance of laying
well the foundations of society in the new buJt rapidly risirig com-
munities of the V/est. They have an interest not only to know but to
decide what shall be the moral and religioiis tone of feeling.
Christians at this day, stimulated by a sense of duty cheerfully
leave the favored scenes of older states to exert their influences in
forming the character of the infant portions of our country".
The year IB5I marked an advance in the economic development of the
state and also a development of her religious interests. This was
land
due to the opening of the Illinois Central Railroad which raade^avail-
able for settlement which had hitherto been so inaccessable as to be
undesirable. The missionary saw the importance of such a road when
it was first talked about. The main plan was a line from Cairo to
Galena with east and west connections and this meant access to both
a southern and eastern market. V/Jlliam Kirby of the " Yale Band"
estimated that no less than fifty seven counties v/ould be crossed or
nearly approached'. " The scarcity of timber and remoteness from the
natural chanif^ls of trade have been the great obstacles to the tem-
j. Home Missionary Annual Report. I86I
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poral and religious interests of the interior counties which will be
reached by thi* vast chain of iron roads. Tl\eBe obstacles will now
be removed. The timber and coal of the southern counties will supply
the deficiency of the middle and northern; end the ease of finding the
best markets v/ill allure emigrants of every description from the older
states. This quickening of the strgnant life in so large s portion of
the state cannot but operate favorably to the spread of religion
»
Enterprise is both the result and the harbinger of its triumphs."
In 1852 Enoch Kingbury, the pioneer missionary of eastern Illinois
who had been in Danville since 1832 uttered a plea for missionaries fojr
nine eastern counties where were no missionaries. This lodto invest-
igation :and the report that there was a region nearly one hundred
miles in width from the Kankakee to the Ohio River in which the work
of the society had barely been commenced. In eight contiguous counties
containing a population of more than thirty thousand no missionary had
ever been stationed. By 1855 the main line of the railroad was com-
pleted. There followed an increase in value of land and its product-
ions and a large increase in population. Many villages sprang into
existence or became of new importance* Of these were Centralia where
were the repair shops of the road and the homes of many of the men,
where both freight and passenger trains were held over Sunday;
La Salle and Peru the terminii of the grand canal and the meeting
place of the lines from Chicago, Galena and Cairo, At La Salle, Rev»
William H. Collins of the family who settled Collinsville in I8I8 or-
ganized a church an* tried to introduce a higher tone into ^he
I Home Ivlissionary 1852
1 Ibid 1853
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money-naking spirit of the place. >lere he preached to Baptists,
Unitarians, Universal isto. Moralists, Infidels end Skeptics, to men
glorying in their shame , distillers, bartei^ders who say that they
" l±Ke to hear a good string of comon sense veil fixed up*;
The Road itself did much to Heip the church in the nev/ communities.
Land was given for church sites, freight houses were loaned for
religious services till churches could be built. It observed the
Sabbath by stopping all work on its lines. It contributed liberally
to the support of religions institutions and employed colporteurs to
/.
work among its own wotrkmen. It also showed its interest in anti-
slavery agitation by aiding fugitive slaves in their flight to
9^
Chjfego
.
This last stage of the opening of churches v/hich took place in
eastern Illinois practically covers the time till I860. Our outline
indicates how thorough
^^^^ eastern missionary in
reaching all parts of the state. It indicates how he sought to im-
press the ideals of New England upon this state, so rapid in its
growth, so important to the nation in the stand it took in the fol-
lowing years reflecting as conrretely as it is possible to imagine
the real effect of the moral and religious ideals persistently pro-
claimed by the New Englander to a large population mcde up of those
by no means naturally inclined or predisposed to these ideals,
/ Home Missionary January IB57
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Chapter VI I.
New England Iini^rint as shown in names. Difficulties of pioneer
life.
Although many of the communities were settled from all parts of
the Union yet an examination of the mere names on the map of Illinois
proves its intimate connection with New England. This often indicates
merely the dosire of a leading family or influential individual to use
again some old and loved name as Lebanon, but sometimes it is evidence
of the sentiment of a colony moving from New England as in the case of
Bunker Hill, Macoupin county, or Marine, Madison county which was set-
tled by a company of sea-captains and seamen from Connecticut. It
might indicate a colony from the very place after which the new set-
tlement was named, as Guilford, Adams county andWethersfield, Henry
county,
Quincy, Elgin, Granville, in fact, a^bh the northern towns had
Nev/ Englanders as a large portion of their population but the most
conspicuotiis example of the New England colony migrating as a relig-
ious organization was furnished by the founders of Princeton. Theirs
?:as a Quaint story t^q)ical in many ways of the hardships of the early
settlers yet enriched and idealized by their appreciation of their
connection with the religious past and their sense of responsibility
for the future of an important part of their country. The prime mover
was Deacon Ebenezer S. Phelps of Northhampton, Mass, The object as
published in the circular issued at the time was " to advance the
The Hampshire Colony- Historical Papers bypastorIB8l Princeton.
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cause of Christ by planting religious institutions in the virgin soil
of the West and aiding the cause of Christian education in its various
department G. " The foundation of this colony was regarded as a matter
od grave importance in Northhampton and vacinity. The meeting of the
in IS^-sl aroused great interest
council to organize the colony church in that place end in the adjoini
ing towns. It drew together a very large congregation. Eighteen
people proposed to unite with this church. The churches represented 1a
the council were from Northhampton, Beechertown and Putney. Rev. I^ha-Vsoi
S. Spencer of Northhampton delivered a discourse on the text " Fear not^
little flock; for it is your father's i^ood pleasure to give you the
kingdom." This sermon is still preserved as a sort of sacred relic
in Princeton and sometimes read in their church services. The council
was followed by a series of very successful revival services. At last
the littlecolony started though rumors of Indian hostilities deterred
many from joining and several families postponed their removal whiX'fe
a few members had gone to Illinois in advance in 1830. The m^ain body '
met in Albany and embarked in a canal boat May 7,1831 with Cotton
Mather of Hadley for captain. They entered into a contract not to
travel on the Sabbath. The first Sunday they rested in Amsterdam.
These names and circumstances were pleasantly suggestive to them of
early pilgrim history. The next Sabbath they were in Buffalo. They
expected to find a schooner here bound for Chicago but were disappoint
ed. They took a steamboat to Detroit and there found a schooner sail-
ing for Chicago but without room either for themselves or their goods.
They contracted to have their goods taken on the next trip, two or
three months later and set out with teams for Chicago. In a few days
r^-^ ov;.J- . j>r.:.ri orfcJ rro ij^-cc^ 'iLfD'^^f ov/^T bo^t^^-i J^rc; v:9r{?
a pair of their horses died and the eight young r\en af the party had
to travel on foot. In this manner they reached Uottville on the
St. Joseph River, bp to this time they had no definite locality
selected for a home. Herejthey learned that Ur. Jones who had come out
the previous autumn to pick out a place, v/as at Bailey's Point on the
Vermillion River and had built there a double cabin for their recep-
tion. The young men now decided to rnaJce the rest of the journejr by
water. They bought tv;o canoes, lashed them together, put their trunlcs
aboard and started dovm the St. Joseph. It 4s a rapid stream and
they reached the portage ^sixty-five mileSj in twelve hours. Here they
hired an ox-team to transpo:tt them to a la]<:e or swamp, the source of
the Kankakee River, a branch of the Illinois. They were told it was
160 miles to Ottawa. They expected to ::ake that distance in three or
four days end laid in provisions accordingly. They|found navigation
on the Kankakee swamp and river much less rapid than on the St, Joseph
3y Saturday night they were still some distance from the union of the
Kankakee and the Des Plaincs. Rain induced them to tie to a tree for
the night. Sunday morning found them, lying in several inches of water
in the bottom of their boats. After building a fire and drying their
clothes they reluctantly decided to travel that Sabbath da:/, for the
first time on their journey. Their only rations for some time had
been slippery elm and bass-v/ood bark, Sunday night they spent on
shore in a drenching rain, Monday was clear and they soon reached an
Indian encampment and applied in vain for food. Pressing onward they
heard e. cow-bell in the distance. Leaving the river and ascending
the bluff, tl^ey found a cabin occupied by a white family who could
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give tliein but inusli and milk. To prepare this the woman shelled some
corn end ground it in ^• land mill. The you: nen ate just enough to
increase their hunger. It was still twerity miles to Ottawa and they
pushed on. About sunset they saw c< cabin on the south side of the
river end on inquiry hov; far it was to Ottawa, they were told " this i$
Otiav;al' Here they feasted on mush, milk and honey and slept on a
puncheon floor. The next day they reached a point on thj Illinois \
opposite the present city of La Salle and the following day joined
the rest of their company at the cabin et Bailey's Point. These last
had arrived the same day only c few hours in advance. This v/as June
9, five weeks end two days since leaving Albany. The journey to
Chicago had been exceedingly dreary and fatigufiin^. With much difficult
ty and delay they procured other teams at Chicago to take them the one
hundred miles to Bailey's Point. They found the Vermillion River in
,
flood rnd v/ere ferried across one by one, reclining on the bottom of
a dug-out lest it be upset. After some rest they decided to locate '
on the prairie east and south of Bureau Creek timber. They found
the prairie almost too v/et to travel on. Finally leaving their wagon
li
stalled in a creek their guide undertook to pilot them to a certain
cabin to pass the night. But they failed to find it and slept under
the open sky. In the morning t ey could have no breakfast till they
went back five miles to their wagon,
In the late summer others joined them coming out by way of the
Ohio CQnal, Ohio, Mississippi and Illinois rivers, sending their
goods by v/ay of New Orleans. The members of the colony kept dispersing"
to other parts for settlement so that by November I8;5i there were but l|
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four resident members of the colony church end they had to go to the
older settlements on the Illinois for awhile for fear of Indians.
Three heads of families died in the first month. Such hardships
incident to the journey to the new country and to the first year or
two of settlement were followed by hcrdsMps arising from the new con-
ditions of living particularly the sickness and death that bore so
hard upon the people for ^.any years. Here the missionary was part-
icularly tried for not only did these sorrows come to his own family
but he must minister to the sick ^nd dying in other families and often
felt with peculiar keeness the loss to infant settlements of those who
had
i
for it thesame high aims that he cherished. Cholera was severe ir
I
1853. Carrolton lost one sixteenth of its population, Jacksonville
and Quincy fifty of their inhabitants. In ib4y cholera was severe in
Belleville, 260 of a population of SOOO dying end in 1851 it is again
mentioned in Hancock county. Cholera seems usually to have followed
the rivers. Bilious fevers and fever and ague were for years the
almost constant scourge of the people. Even missionary magazines
contained articles of instruction to the people as to the care of their
lands so as to avoid these constant sicknesses.
I Home Missionary I835
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Chapter VlII.
The effect of econordc conditions on the groT;th of churches.
Rapid immigration, inflation, depression, croyj adaptation, emigration,
PrehapG no class of men v/as more sensitive to the economic changes
in Illinois than the home missionary pastors. '^^^^ growth and prosper-
ity of the churches v/erett'avorably affected by emigration, good markets^
good prices and quite as unfavorably affected as regards rAimbers and
financial support b^r the tide of migration av/ay from Illinois, by
general "hard times", by local losses in crops due to floods or in-
adaptability of crop to soil. V/e have noticed the active part the earl
ier missionaries tooX in inviting settlers into the country just before
the Black Hawk War. For a (ew years thereafter the chief matter for
comment in their reports, outside matters purely religious, was the
rapid increase in population. One can fancy the bustle and activity
of those years, the optimisniiuduced W the attractiveness of the coun-
try and the large returns from the land. If there was anything in all
this for the missionary to deplore it was in the spirit of speculation
/.
starting in the land and spreading to all industries.
Every vilage with the smallest prosiDect of grov/th, and some
uninhabited spots in the wilderness, had e. large areit staked off into
town lots and platted in a highly ornamented style for information of
purchasers. And those lots were actually sold at stiff city prices.
The larger towns were already great cities on paper. Alton, 7/ith a
1 Home Missionary October I8S6
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population of four or fivo thousand, had staked off all the surrounding
bluffs. A short time before his death Mr. Lovojoy had predicted in
the Alton Observer, that in ten years the city would contain 50,000
Inhabitants. ]7rom Peru to Ottawa, about sixteen miles, the whole
Illinois bottom
^j^^ ^^^^^ Buffalo Rock was platted for a
continuous city. Even in Jacksonville then containing a population
of not more than twelve hundred, speculation v/as so active that a man
could hardly keep pace with the real estate transfers in the vicinity
of his own dwelling. Th^g sale of these western "city lots" was not
confined to the western market. Land titles came gradually to i*orm
a part of the circulating medium in II ev; York , Boston, and Philadelphia^
In 1837 came the hard times felt so gBnerally throughout the
country. In I Llitiois the price of labor, building material, and pro-
visions increased lOO o/o. Flour rose to fifteen dollars a oarrel,
pork to ten dollars a hundred weight, and but tor l?o fifty-six cants a
pound. For several years this condition continued in the west,
Gift^ from the East to the Missionary Society fell off. As a result
of this economic situation the growth of Illinois received a sudden
check. It was only in later years that the pastors could look back
and see any good result from tlat time of tricl. "Adversity", they
said, " has saved the West, It has repressed inordinate enterprise
and sobered the aims of men; it has sifted the peo-^le and driven out
or kept away many unprincipled adventurers v/hose influence would have
been only to corrupt." They also saw a spiritual gain in the fact ths*
the churches longer kept in clos© connection with the eastern churches
-/ Home Missionary December I8I57.
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by continued dependence on them for support. The unity of the churches
was thus preserved ynd the centrifu^ral tendencies of the sectarianism
so prevalent in this new country were* for the time at least, checked.
By 1842 the stream of emigration again began to pour into Illinois,
The center of the state nov; showed populous towns. Spacious barns,
and dwellings appeared where twelve years before were only the wolf
and badger. The year I84S seems to have been particularly disast-
rous for Illinois. In the summer there were floods, in the winter
extreem cold so that many of the cattle died ot starvation. There was
little money in circulation. Pastors v/ould have been in want had their
only source of supply been the contributions of their little churches.
As it was months went by without the sight of a dollar ?.nd even texeB
went unpaid. But by 1846 settlement was pushing into the open prairie
whereas before it had kept to the borders of rivers end streams Y/here
the wood lands furnished fuel. About this time Illinois began to feel
in her turn the drain upon her population that she had before inflicted
on the states east of her. The frontier was now beyond the Mississ-
ippi and emigrants from Illinois previously not numerous enough to
excite comment now attracted public attention. Not only ajoining ter-
ritories but distant Oregon attracted them and the midsionaries tried
' Home Missionary March 1842
2. Ibid April 1845
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to rouoo in the emigrant 8 the same relif^ious seritiment as had attended
their own coming to Illinois. In 1849 the destination becaiiiB Calif-
ornia, Hundreds of families in Illinois, Missouri end Iowa ere
making arrangements to push on" and, equally significant of a change
in Illinois, "their places are taken by settlers from the old world".
Here are brtii descriptions of the effects on two settlements of
the "gold fever": - '^From one village twenty-five active men are drop-
ping everything else and rushing off to the gold region, the whole
country is run wild here, perfectly wild." In another promising set-
tlement the "mania for Californian gold took possession of the hearts
of men and women so that it would have required but comparatively a
smell amount of money to have bought up the whole settlement,"
The following description of the setting out of a company makes
the scene very vivid^ "First came the excitement, every report eagerly
sought after, farmers, mechanics, merchants, and doctors began to think
their several pursuits too dull and prosey. Then came the decision-'
who will go ? First, messes, then companies were formed. Next came
the preparation; everybody was busy. Then approached the day of
departure- the day was set, but, before it came, train after train of
Californian wagons from the other places further east began to roil
through our village toward the far distalit Pacific, Twenty wagons
from our village and the community immediately around it were ready
averaging nearly four men to a wagon. Tuesday was the time appointed
to leave and I gave noti^ee that I would preach a Californian sermon
). Home Missionary January Ib49
2. Ibid June IB49
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on the afternoon of the Sabbath preceding their dei^arture. The day
wao stoimy but the congregation was large. It waa a solemn meeting.
There was a breathless stillness and many a silent tear was seen to
fall from the eye of the husband, the vrife* the son, or the brother.
I;
I had provided nyself with a basket of Bibles, testament s and tracts,
and gave away the testaments end tracts to those v;ho would carry them
to California. The lastjv7e heard from this company they were keeping
the Sabbath about one bnUdred and fifty miles on their way toward the
land of gold." '
The depression caused by migration was followed by the depression
of "hard times'.' A period of floods again ruined crops in I85I and
it became apparent as time went on that wheat could not be depended upon
as a paying crop. Por three years the wheat failed both in quality
and quantity. Nineteen twentieths of the farmers wore said to be in
debt. Many loaned at 85> and in some communities nearly every farm
was offered for sale. Better methods of agriculture , the substitu-
tion of corn for wheat and the opening of the Illinois Central Rail-
road with its "market ct every man's door^brought better times though
complaints about wheat continued into the sixties. One witness, how-
ever, to the steadily increasirig prosperity of the state is found in
the fact that communities were erecting church buildings with some
outside help even during the years of the Civil War.
11
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Chapter IX.
Internal dii'fiizulties. Separation of the Congregational ' nd
Presbyterian organization in frontier worlc.
In addition to thes© economic and social factors which modified
!
the growth of the pioneer churches in Illinois there were certain
internal complications prising from the condition of the organization
and connection with the supporting Society in the East which exercised
cn important influence in shaping the history of the Congregational
and Presbyterian churches in the West.
At first all of the churches founded by the Missionary Society
were in the Presbytery of Missouri which was organized in IbI7. ITot
,
till|l828 v;as the Illinois Presbytery organized. Up to I8S0 Indiania,
Illinois and Missouri were included in the same Synod. The churchjof
i
I
I
Northern Illinois united in the Presbyteiy of Ottawa in I8S4. In the
i
j
same year an association of Congregational churches was formed in
:
Western Illinois and another among those of the Fox River region.
By 1853 there were eight associations of Congregational churches.
These facts of local organization reflect in a measure the difficulties
which attended the cooperation of the two denominations in the Home
Missionary Society and which led ultimately to separate denorjinational
soeieties.
In the beginning Oongregationalists and Presbyterians worhed
together v/ith enthusiasm under the "Plan of Union". There was an
honest intention that each local church should adopt for itself its
I:
f
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own form of policy and apparently v/ithout hesitation such men cs
Salmon Giddings, Jeremiah Porter and Aratus Kent brought up to New Eng-
land Congregational itsm worked most or all of their lives as Presbyter-
ians, Till IBS4 the organization of the churches was w'''Olly Presby-
terian end it ic claimed that the word " Congregational '* was rarely
heard before Ib4i.
The first churches that tooK to themselves the name and organiza-
tion of the Congregational church did so on the iniatiwB of the lay-
men. The ministers \vere as a rule greatly opposed to this, to the
introduction of what seemed c new sect, though some of them were
becoming increasingly attached to the simple and flexible principles
of Congregationalism believing that the multiplied sectarian divisions
were largely due to too rigid tnd complicated systems of church gov- ,
ernment
,
The Home Missionary Society also opposed such innovation. In
when a Congregational church was about to be formed in Jackson-
ville the thirty or forty residents of the town who were ready for the
movement sought the co-operation of Mr. Beecher and Mr. Gturtevant of
Illinois College. But these able men considered such action undes-
irable or inexpedient. The enterprise would have gone through with-
out any cotmtenance from them except that at the last, failing of the
expected minister I^r. Sturtevant was prevailed upon to officiate at
the organization. When he was at the office of the Home Missionary
Society in IIew York some time after this Mr. Sturtevant was sharply
' Home Missionary
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2 Ibid p. 195, 207, 210.
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rebuXed for the countenance he had thus given to Conpregctionalicm.
t
In 1842 it was said thet ^.here was no part of the country where
greater harmony prevailed between Presbyterians and Congrepationalist
s
than in northern Illinois and a few years later a town in Mirrgan county
was named "Concord" to indicate the state of harmony between Presby-
terians and Congregationalist s.
However, the trial in Ih;55 of Rev. Albert Barnes in the East led
in a few years to the division into "Old School" and "New School"
a division in doctrine rnd sympathy which affected Illinois chur^-hes.
In some places certain "Old School" churches refused to grant
letters of dismission and recommendation to "Nev/ School" churches.
At this time also there arose in the General Assembly of Presbyter-
ian churches opposition to the financial support of "voluntary societ-
ies" such as the Home Missionary Society calied"voluntary" since their
organization was outside the control of the Assembly. This matter
occupied the attention of the General Assem.bly from I&S4 to IS^;??
The Assemb'iy of J8S7 called for the abrogation of the "Plan of Union"*
the exclusion of four Synods end withdrav/al of support of the Home
Missionary and Educational Societies on the ground of preservation of
peace ?nd purity to the Presbyterian churches. A protest was present-
ed in the interests of the four hundred churches then maintained by
the Home Idissionary Society end also in behalf of the good name and
worlc of these societies and signed by Absolum Peters, Ephriam Cutler,
David Porter and Horace Bushnell but the report carried and lost to
' Home Llissionary Annual Report 1842
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the support of fne American Hone Missionary Society the contributions
of many Presbyteriai: churches. Some Presbyterian support still con-
tinued % however, in spite of this formal action . There was tempor-
ary Aisgiving and ill- feeling. "Extracts almost innumerable might
be taken from our missionary correspondence which would illustrate
the dteadful evils of division, pastors driven away, churches divided"
In a short t'ime , however, the resources and work of t-he society were
larger than ever. It was nine years after this action e,t the Presby-
terian Assembly that the first formal move was made by the Congrega-
tionalists looking toward their abrogation of the "plgn of union."
In IB46 the Congregationalist s held a "Congregational Con-
their first national meeting.
vent ion" in Michigan City. Here the majority of the delegates wereA
from the northwest and their feeling Y;as shown in the resolution that
" in the judgement of this corivention the "Plan of Union" should be
dissolved." It was not set aside, however, tilJ^B52 when the whole
matter was again discussed at a representative meeting of the whole
Congregational denomination in Albany,
-n^e eastern delegates with
President Humphrey of Amherst as leader were strongly opposed to its
abrogation and only yielded when thoroughly convinced by tlie delegates
from the Northwest that in practical experience the "Plan of Union"
was not accomplishing the results aimed at. This decision in no way
affected support of dependent churches Congregational or Presbyterian
by the Society which continued to give aid to churches as it had done
3
before. In I8ftJ^ the General Assembly asked for c ruling of the Home
/ Home Missionary November IbS9
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Missionary Society by which it would aid Presbyterian churches in
towns where Congregational churches already existed and were still
receiving aid. This v/as refused snd in IB56 the Assembly began its
own "church extension " work sustaining Presbyterian churches v/here
it saw fit. Final action was not taken till 1861 when the General As-
sembly assumed the responsibility of conducting its own missions snd
instituted a committee for that purpose. The income of the American
1862 '
Home Missionary Society fell from i^i8S,000 to !|^I64,000. This T/as in
The difficulty which led to a final abrogation of the "Plan of
Union" arose out of conditions in Illinois. The Presbytery Alton
^
was carryinj^n vigorous missionary work for the Southern part of
Illinois a region which had not kept pace with the rest of the state
economic
in it s^intellectual or moral progress. Impelled by interest in their
growing and commendable work they had given as generously themselves
as could be expected, from the year 1856 to 1658 some $2r>00, and
had received «'/'500 from the Home Missionary Society though this Pres-
bytery no longer reported to ot contributed to its treasury and did
not wish the society to commission its missionaries. This case when it
came to light caused much feeling. Religious jom^nals toolt up the mat-
ter, one paper devoting thirty columns to the suboect."^ Statements made
on one side led to "corrections" by the other. One article is entitled
thirty errors corrected". Division was the only sure ground for
peace and it is well that it was accomplished. It is well, however,
/ Annual Report of Home Missionary Society 1862 p, 49
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to emphisizo the fact that up to IB60, during the formative year- for
Illinois, Congregationalist 8 and Presbyterians did work together in
Illinois in such a way that it would be impossible now to divide the
results of their T.'orK: and ascribe them to either body as a definite
source. Moreover the results aimed at were the same and sprang large
ly from the same bod^r of ideas.
Home Missionary October 1659

Chapter x.
Special effortd of niesionaries for southern Illinois. The
missionaries' proprame . The organizationsrof the church.
;
jj
In spite of the internal agitation there was a coramendabl e degree
of heartiness, far sight edness and generosity in the conduct of the
missionary work. Nothing shows this better than the efforts for
southern Illlinois to which the Alton Presbytery was so thoroughly
noticed
devoted. We have the tendency of missionaries to go to the northern,
western and eastern parts of the state as each section in turn devel-
oped.
In I8S5 Theron Baldwin as agent of the society called attention
to this state of affairs. ** In the southern and eastern side of the
state are seventeen Presbyterian churches, widely separated, many
destitute, famishing, antf some expiring supplied only by four ministeicl
In 1840 in thirty- 'nine counties there were seven ministers, ten
churches, and S99 members. It T/as fitting that the churches opposite
St. Louis where had been the beginning of missionary work in Illinois
should take the initiative in trying to bring about a better condition.
Rev. William Chamberlain ha(5 gone to Alton in 1842. He had for many
years been a missionary to the Cherokee Indians under the Foreign
Missionary Society and he brought new life to the work. The Alton
Presbytery established a "committee of missions" and with the help
of the national society set to work. In 1845 two missionaries made
a tour of investigation. They reported for the thirteen counties
/ Home Missionary 1836 :
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foiTiing the extreme southorn part of the at ate. In thlc area they
found five ministers who might claim to be educated. Most of the
people were Baptists, Schools were rare. County seats usually kept a
feeble school open for part of the year. Many parents opposed having
their children taught lest they should learn to be bad. Sunday
schools and temperance societies weie not popular. The missionaries
who went afterward to theae places found a "general coldness" around
them. Through the years that followed they sent to the society ex-
ceedingly doleful accounts of the state of society in southern Illin-
ois. If there was a part of Illinois where the worlc of the eastern mi8-
sionaiy accoi:iplished little it was here. The country was thar^oughly
exploited, its natural advantages set forth, and New Englanders both
lay and cleric urged to come there. The society commissioned men free-
ly and by 1852 the churches had increased from ten to thirty-two. The
enterprise and industry brought in by the Illinois Central Railroad
helped matters but it was hard to keep men at post?> v^here they felt
they were accomplishing so little, where the manners and customs of
the community were so ^oreign to what they most highly esteemed. Just
before the Civil War the ini'luence of the missionaries was greater
there than it had ever been before* but it was at the expense of great
labor and in the face of great obstacles.
The missionaries' program v;as rather a definite one. There were
certain interests v/hich he was expected to promote in a community and
' Home Missionary December 1845
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fornis of religious activity which he was expedted to establish. His
commission was explicit. In IbSO its terms were as follows:- The
limits of his field were defined. He must Iceep his personal life be
yond reproach. He was charged to give especial care to the sick and p
perform all pastoral offices. He v;as instructed, in addition to
regular Sunday services to h^^^ weekly prayer- meetings end a monthly
" Concert of prayer" for the conversion of the world. He was expected
to promote an interest in benevolent societies, to give instruction
in temperance and to promote Sunday schools, Bible classes end day
schools. To this might be added the general expectation in the mind
of the community that the missionary be "foremost in all the moral
movements of the day. He must have well digested views of political
||
economy, must be able to lecture on the history and progress of any
science, must X-ave an opinion on all points of theology, civil
affairs or art," i
The earlier missionaries organized tract snd Bible societies and
a few colonization societies, the then accepted form of philanthropic
effort for the ne^ro. The effort to distribute Bibles and tracts,
which latter were a broader tenn than it is at the present day, often
including treatises on moral questions of the day or reprints of
successful sermons and lectures,- such effort brought out the fact that
a large part of the population could not read.^ So from 1850 the estab-
lishing of Sabbath schools was rn important end popular measure whose
main purpose was to teach the attendants, old and young, to read the
/ Home Missionary May lh?,0
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Bible. There was rauch eiithnsiaem in thifi work tl-ii'oughout the north-
west. The whole population joined the Sabbath schools either an
teachers of learners. Most of the prominent men who have been passir;g
away in the last tv;o decades were in 1830 according to their biograp-
hers, teachers in Sabbath schools. Sabbath schools were important
forerunners of day schools. At Vnndalia members of the legislature
visited the Sabbath school. An "individual of distinction" from the
south was delighted with the school and declared he should on his
return home found such schools. The topic prominent in reports for
1830 snd I83I is the Sabbath schools. To supplement these Bible clas-
ses were established often running tlirough the v;e8X. A distinct sent-
iment arose as to the advantage of living in tovms that one might
avail hiraself of such means of self improvement. Immigrants v/ere
advised against settling on farms rem.ote from each other. They v/ere
urged to follow the early New England method of settling in towns that
they might have schools, churches ^nd social intercourse end thus save
/
the first generation from growing up in ignorance. One is not sur-
prtsed to find the "Lyceum". V/e select some of the branches of
knowledge end by en exhibition of facts, endeavor to awaken end in-
struct the putilic mind. One man talks over the subject of geography
another takes up the subject of common school education, another, agri-
culture and another, the history of the United States, We open and
close our meetings with prayer and endeavor to give every subject a
religious bearing." The missionaries felt the need of temperance
reform, people on the frontier were much piven to excessive drinking
7. Home Missionary 1836 ii
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of very strong liquors. A changed sentiment in regard to the moral
aspect of this question cane to religious minds in the twenties end
thirties. The Collins family of Collinsvillo v/ere so moved by a ser-
mon of Lymon Beecher's on the subject that they gave up their lucra-
tive business of distilling v;hiskey^ destroyed their still, cutting it
into bits that it might never be used again. Tin ib48 temperance
reform and instruction was a part of the church's work. Temperance
societies were common often with total abstinence pledges. Later these
societies became popular social organixat ions and v/ere no longer dir-
ected by the churches. A proof of the sensitiveness of the church on
the whole matter is shown by the standing rulfc of the Congregational
church of Champaign, founded in 1854 " This church for reasons too
apparent to require mentioning cannot receive into its communion any-
one who manufactures, buys, sells or uses as a beverage intoxicating
drinks whether they be distilled or fermented liquors, nor can this
church fello7/Ghip anyone who owns tenements and rents them for the
purp(^se of the sale or manufacture of liquors nor can we receive into
or retain within our communion rny person whosells corn or other grain
to a distiller or his known agent , end brethern are expected to make
in
suitable inqijiries respecting that matter, or^any other way directly
aids or cooperates with dealers in or manufacturers of ardent spirits
in this urii'ighteous traffic".
Historical Papers
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Chapter xi.
Sectional Frejudic. New En«2-land coldness, inbospitality , lack of
tact and adaptibllity . Local revivals, diedain of education, opposit-
ion to reforin.
It is not supposed that all this progrannie of instruction and
organization v/ould meet with entire approval end success amid the
heterogenous population of Illinois. The eastern missionary end the
settlers who follov/ed him as well as the farms and customs in which
they were bred and the ideas and institutions they tried to establish
were thoroughly repugnant to many of the settlers from the states
other than Nev; England. We have e clash of sentiment and opinion over
almost every public enterprise. It took fifty years of living togeth-
er end a great subject of common sympathy, like the devotion to nat-
ional unity brought out by the Civil War, to make the state of Illinois
as united in sentiment as it is today. These older differences were
very exasperating to each party. It is prehaps impossible to give a
fair view of the way in which the easterner appeared to the earlier
settlers of Illinois who had long preceded him from the South. He was
ready
very to express his criticisms in rude and forcible speech but he was
^
not given to leaving a written record of his feelings. On the ftther
hand the Easterner could express himself v/ith clearness and force on
the deficiences of his neighbor and could, moreover, get his opinion
published and preserved. We can, however, meke out some of the xraits
v/ith which the word "Yankee" was associated and which served to make
it a term of opprobrium. The Yanlcee v/as shrewd and his mcin purpose
. Y^- .'h'^ ^:r-^ ^-^n T
ax
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was by hook or crook, to make money while the Illinoirin was "inde-
pendent, sell"-made , generous son of the West," The Yankee pedlar^
desirable as hie goods v;ore, afforded evidence of this petty money-
making spirit. 4s a neighbor the Yankee was considered inhospitable
and penurious. Often he did not so much an offer refreshment to the
passing stranger or urge a neighbor to a meal even if the meal hour
v/as at hand. Worse than ?11 this was his intolerable self- conceit
which made it possible for the wife of a missionary to ask a full
grown woman if she knew who made her.^ The Illinoian was sensitive /
to the constantly implied disapproval of himself and his manners and
customs. Moreover the Easterner of Unitarian tendencies or possessing
a smattering of scientific knowledge shocked the Illinoian religious
sentiments which v^ere profound. Once in a while a missionary real-
ized how deep was their religioua feeling " I judge says one, that
the people of Egypt have sometimes been underrated because they have
been dressed in homespun. It is true we have vice ^er© and rustic vice
And yet we have not so much upstart infidelity a- in some ftther apjiar-
ently moral and religious communities. Many a persoi. will shoot a
deer or a turkey on a Sabbath snd swear like a sailor when angry,
drink a glass of grog ?/ith their neighbors and run their horses a quart-
er for a wag«r who would feel shocked at the thought of treating
religion v/ith disrespect or denying its devine origin."
It needed a tact and adapt inility that was not always present to
win one'. s way with th::s people. That veteran worker William Chamber-
lain once uttered his complaint. " There is in my opinion a great
r Home Missionary April IB4I ii
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deficiency in educating ministers lor thic western country and how
that deficiency is to be remedied 1 know not. Ministers for the lost
should be well educated in what v/e call common sense. They should un--
der stand humtin nature rs exhibit edin daily life. For the want of this
many otherv/ise well educated end good men fail. The most illiterate
preachers draw from them their congregations and deprive them of their
means of usefulness. The people of the V/est are generally shrewd and
well versed in commor. sense, ei.d their ministers have a good stock of
scientific knowledge but the space between them and the people is too
wide for the power of attraction and they never come together. The
result is the minister's reports v/ill be filled with dark accounts of
the deep ignorance and degradation of the people; ^nd the people will
be laughing among themselves about ihe minister for his v/ant of com-
mon sense. I think it would be bettor for us to say less about the
ignorance of the people and do more toward instructing them."
On the missionary's part , nevertheless, there could be, at the
best, but profound pity for the ignorance of these earlier settlers.
He found their religious life ministered to by illiterate Baptist atvd
Methodiflt ministers or by representatives of cults of which he had
never heard. Prom the beginning he distrusted the tempests of relig-
ious emotion which swept over the people because they had so little
permanent effect. As early as IBIS j. P. Schermerhorn after his trip
to the West with Samuel I/^ills wrote thus of a revival in Ohio. " The
Methodists say there has been a very great revival of religion among
them as also do the Baptists. Prom the best infoi-mation that we could
obtain from eye witnesses of this work, there is great reason to be-
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lieve* that it T/as principally terror and I'oar v/hich induced numbers
to join those societies; for this work bepan and ended v/ith the earth-
quakes in those countries and the whole strain or preaching by the
Baptists and Methodists was, that the end of all things was at hand
and if people v;ere not baptized or did not join society there v/as no
hope for them. This may be deemed uncharitable by some, but not when
it is considered that the Llethodists in that region require no evi-
dence of holiness of heart to become members of their societ^nd that
the religious experiences of many consist only in dreams end visions
or the remai7k?ble suggestion of some alarming texts of scripture and
after that some which afford great comfott." Forty years later there
was the Same difficulty The effect of the senseless harangues and
consequent spiarious revivals v/ith v/hich we are cursed and of v;hich
the people are very fond is simialr to the raging fire that sweeps
through the forest , deadening ncd blackening everything which it leav-
es unconsuned . In iBSv^a missionary in southern Illinois describes
a complete " indifferent ism" a stupidity and brutality even in their
lack of feeling over the death of friends which he thinks due to the
fact that in their religion a " v;ild excitement is the all in all."
In thin connection Mr. Schermerhorn* s characterization of the
inhabitants in IbI2 is interesting. He aays, " Those from Hew Jersey
and Pennsylvania particularly of the Scotch and Irish descent are very
ready to unite in promoting the establishment of schools - nd in sup-
porting the gospel whilst those of German extraction tofeiether with
emigrants from Maryland, Virginia, end Kentucky are too fre«juently
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regardless of bothland too often cherish thet high toned and licentious
spirit i7hich Will suffer neither contradict j.on nor opposition^nd rrhich
is equally inconsistent with civil and religious order." He went On
to describe the three leading denominations " The Baptists, he wrote,
"were generally illorate. Learning is rather ridiculed than desired.
Against the saiariej^bf ^linisters they are clamorous and they denom-
inate Presbyterian ininisters as fleecers of the flock^ . As a body
they deny the morality of the Sabbath or Lord's day. ^ ^
^ The manner of the Methodist preaching very much resembles that of
the Baptists- is very controversial and most bitter against Calvanists.
They rail very much against the practiiee of the Presbyterians receiv-
ing pay for preaching, calling them hirelings but most unreasonably
for their salaries are more certain and, in general , greater than those
against whom they speak. The Presbyterians are noted for their strict
observance of the Sabbath. They are the most intelligent part of the
commimity, lovers of order and promoters of knowledge; the most ready
to support schools, the ©ospel and missionary and Bible societies,"
The New Englander brought with him the Puritan views of observance
of the Sabbath and was shocked at the disregard of that day by the
older settlers of Illinois. " The native preachers were largely itin-
erants and communities did not expect a Religious service every Sun-
day, so often the day was given over to rough sports and religion left
to the enthusiasm or the ^oig meeting*. Wliile the woman who v/ashed
out 8 garment or did a bit of ironing on Sunday offended the religious
sentiment of the missionary .
"
The native preacher , often a man of sense rnd integrity even if
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very lllorate, soTnetimes used hirs deep ini'luerice over the pco^lo to
the disadvantage of the eastern Tnissionary. In his view the nan fillou.
with learning was so iriuch the less filled with spiritual power. He
was " machine raade". The schoola turned thora out all alike. A com-
mon proverb was " He has learning enough for two rainiGters". The mis-
sionary was constantly held up to scorn because he received a salary.
It seemed to them that a man could not be truly filled with spirit
and accept pay for doing the worl^ inspired by Him ."Judas, they said,
"vas the first to take pay."
Rev, J. M, Sturtevant tells oija sermon which he heard on the xhird
Sabbath after his arrival in Jacksonville. Tlirough a mistake for
which no one was to blame the Presbyterians and Methodists found them-
selves together in the court house. Each expected to hold services
but as the Kethodists had already begum Mr. Sturtevant and his people
joined the congregation. The minister was the famous Rev. Peter nsrt-
wright v7hose life work was certainly commendable but such was the bit-
terness of the sectarian and sectional spirit of the time that he took
occasion to make a bitter attack on Galvanism, caricaturing it and
holding it up to ridthcule and in the face of the young enterprise for
a ' College in Jacksonville took particular pains to ridicule a college
education repest ingihe old saying, " I have never spent four years of
my life in rubbing my back against the walls of a college."
The native was much apposed to agitation in behalf of temperance
societies. Strong liquors were used freely and there was much drunk-
eness . A definite crusade against intemperanae seemed an infririg-
/ Julian U, Sturtevant An Autobiography. Fleming H. Reveil Co, 1896
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nent of his rights. There muet have been an echo of the whiskey
rebellion of earlier years in his feelint that hie personal liberty
was involved. The wannest opposers of temperance were said to be min-
isters and church members. The following report ie typical of the
feelings and arguments of the times. They are notes taken from the
anti- temperance lecture of a native preacher " The temperance society
is productive of more harm then good. It slanders those v>'ho do not
fall in V7ith it. its documents were charged v/ith falsehoods. The
state legislatures ere taking up the subject end it is high time to
give the alarm. The heros of the revolution were not temperance men.
The subject of temperance is nat in the constitution of the United
States though the framers were wise men. It has religious and polit-
ical designs. Massachusetts is in danger: its legislators are almost
all t enperence men. This society gives all the liquor to the clergy-
men and physicians &nd that is popei*y. The law of Moses was not
against drinlcing. The more institutions there cre^ t=^e more money will
be wanted. The temperance society soy;s the seeds of discorfl in the
church and community. The curse of God is now resting on Ireland in
the shape of a famine because so many Irish signed the pledge •
"
To the Easterner the man who pretending to be a spiritual leader
could yet hobnob with his people at the grocery and tavern and join
with them in drinlcing seemed utterly disgusting. ^
. Sunday schools , missionary societies and even day-schools met
with the same opposition. Even when education came in some degree
to be desired the people had not been trained to that united public
actioU which would have secured it quickly. Often a community was in
I, / Home Missionary July Ib*7%
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esisteiice twenty or thirty years before there was any school house.'
Many of the people could not read and their preachers did not teach
and insist that they have schools and instructors. This suggestive
report vrao made in 1848 to the Missionary Society " I know no other
commnity in the state v/here a missionary of your society has labored
one year that is not supplied with a good week-day school end a Sunday
school and I know of but few which have not been thus supplied that
have such schools." In 1858 there was not a school in Pulaski or
3
Alexander county. In 1856 southern counties could not produce teach-
ers who could pass the examinations required by law. On one occasion
a school house was donated to a coranunity by a man of some means but
with the distinct provision that no eastern teacher should be employed
to teach in it.^
Thio spirit of prejudice end lack of public entei-prise marked many
of the undertsXings of the earlier days, Illinois College first
applied to the legislature for a charter in I8,'50. Prejudice agaiBst
the "Yankees" and fear of ecclesiastical corporations defeated the
charter. Said one member"if they granted a charter at all, he was in
favor of restricting the corporation to one quarter wction of land;
for otherwise those college men with their imr.ensu funds would buy up
new land in the northern part of the state and then put on tenants at
will and finally sway the political destiny of Illinois.
I Home Missionary May 1848
% Ibid July I8ft2
<i Ibid May I85»5
^ Ibid August 1847
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Thoy opposed taxation for comnon schools on the ground that it
worKed Injustice to thoce without children or those patronizing prl-
vate schools.
The bill for the Illinois and Michigan canal was opposed because it
would opun an easy entrance to "YanKees" and the state would be flood"
i
ed with them.
I
Two citations in regard to the Mexican V/ar will show the con-
flicting sentiments of eastern and native preachers on that subject.
The native preacher said it would do the Mexicans good to feive them
a sound drubbing and concluded with terrible denunciations upon thos©
who spoRe against the war: while the missionary lamented Shame, in-
deed, that there should be a Massachusetts and a New England ^How art
thou fallen from heaven Lucifer, son of the morning^ regiment in tha
war. But when we look at the hordes which Illinois and Missouri
have poured forth we see where Satan's seat is,"
Of course thid division came out clearly iii the agitation over
slavery. In 1660 a spiritual appeal came from a Presbytery in Mis-
souri. They wanted len of the rifrht stamp, " rough and ready" who
could preach at all times, let slavery alone, leave their eastern
prejudices at home. ^'"Western people are born and grow up in excite-
ment and their religion must have more or less of that ingredient.**
To this appeal there was the equally spirited reply "Our Western fri-
ends may as well understand first as last that the eastern churches
have a pretty well defined idea of what sort of religion they «ish to
T)ropogate."
/.Early Society in Southern Illinois. Robert Patterson.
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Chapter xil
.
Slavery. I'roposed constitutional amendinent of lb2ft. Riots in
Alton and Quincy. The Puritan and the Underground Railroad. The
Puritan in Anti- slavery politics.
!
The moral agitation that filled the country in regard to slavery
was manifest in these years in Illinois. Never was there any uncer-
tainty as to thefettitudepf the eastern missionary or his denomination
upon this subject. At first the missionary vias not so out spoken as
he became later. At times feteen there was a depreciating tone toward
the hot-headed opponent of slavery and a tenderness and sympathy for
the slave owner. These words from a missionary in Missouri written
be a
in 1829 exhibit this feeling, "Let me mention what I fear will perman-
support
ent abstacle to a regular and competent of the ministery in this states
This obstacle is found in the existence of slavery. Slave holders
purchase extensive pi ant attions and in this way the inhabitants are
Kept in a scattered state. This evil, it is true, will not exist in
towns and many find a partial remedy in a minister's dividing his time
between two or three settlements; but such a state of things will
always diminish the effect attending the dispensation of God's v/ord.
I am aware that I have now touched a subject of very delicate nature.
Slavery prehaps, exists in its mildest form in this state, but it is
still a great evil and one that is most sensibly felt by slave-holders
themselves. How is this evil to be removed ? Not by denouncing the
slave holders as. an unprincipled and unf<Jeling man. This only tends
to aggravate the difficulty. It must be removed by action and not by
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declamation. The people at the cast must feel that there ie a duty
devolving on them in relation to this subject. The evil la attached
to us as a nation, and if it is ever removed, ve must as individuals
of this nation contribute our proportion. When an ov/ner of slaves tell*
me that he knows and feels that slavery is a cryine sin and that he
will frooly relinquish his slaves or even that he will relinquish
one half their value on condition that he be compensated for the other
half and provision be made for their transport at ion^ I feel that he
has m.ade a generous proposal and I cannot charge him with all the
guilt of slavery though he may continue to be a slave holder. Some
remarks have lately appeared in the eastern papers which will be
hailed by many at the West and South es indications of the increasing
prevalence of just views on this subject and as harbingers of good
to the degraded blacks. Let it be acknowledged by the inhabitants
of the free states that slavery is a national evil c.nd that they are
bound in duty to contribute to its removal and f^ere are thousands at
heart
the South and West who v/ill join them and hand in the great work of
i
emancipat ion .
"
to
Jot many years few among the missionaries cared to own
^J;he name
"abolitionist 7 Yet in spite of this moderate position on the subject
of slavery the missionary found his principles so at variance with
those of the people about him in southern communities that his v/ork
languished. In Missouri and the Southern states generally where m\ich
money had been spent and long continued effort had been made by the
Home Missionary Society, it generally became evident that the struggle
was a losing one. So much opposition was encountered that for years
^ Home MissionaiT Febuary 1829.
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the worlc declined and was practically cut off w' en in the society
decided to grant no appropriations to the churches containing slave
holding members. At this tiiae the situation was reviev;ed and it was
shown that auxiliary societies end ecclesicsticcl bodies in the South
and South-west had with-drawn their ;>upport from the main society , lea
than ^2000 having been received from these states in the preceding yeax.
I
In SoTithern churches more slave holders were being received into the
membership than in former years. Ministers who owned slaves were
advanced. Liberty of speech was no longer allowed and the ministery
must even be champions of the "institution The missionaries in
slave holding states were decreasing in spite of all efforts zo in-
crease their numbers. In Illinois there v/ere many to sjtrapathize with
the southern cause and in some localities a majority of the inhabitant?
took the part of the South. This was especially true in the southern
part of the state and in the river to?/ns. Yet there was gBBeridly
aVihance for the growth snd victory of contrary opinion.
Not all of the anti-slavery sentiment came from the East. In the
early years the north-west was the only region into which the southern-
er could migrate when he became discont ended with the conditions of
society which he found becoming fixed about him. VAiile many of the
settlers were merely poor and so without slaves and therefore content
to settle in a region where slavery v/as forbidden, others came from
principle. Many a Scotch Presbyterian came to Illinois from the Car-
olinas for conscience sake. These are facts of whiclrijthere are neces-
sarily few records but they are none the less true and interesting.
It is, however, a matter of record that " the first settlement formed
/. Home Llissionary December 1856 |j
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within its bounds, of emigrants from the United States wan made in
MoT^^ig^ county in 1781 by James Moore* a native of Maryland, but who
csme to Illinois from Western Virginia. In I7b5-6 this settlenent
was strengthened by a number of families from the same region
.
They were opposed to slavery and toolc up their long line of march for
these v/ild regions that themselves and their pesterity might enjoy the
advantages of a country unembarrassed by slavery. j^^^** The first
Protestant church was a Baptist church at New Design, formed in 1796,
This church was originally formed with rules opposed to slavery and
in 1805 adopted a rule that no person guilty of slavery could be admit-
ted to membership. It was constituted by Rev. Joeiah Dodge, originally
from Connecticut, who was one of the first two ministers who with thwir
congregations separated from the Baptists in Kentucky on account of
j
The Onion church of Ed?;ards county was opposed to slavery and
moved as a church from the South though its leader Kev. Stephen Bliss
r
was from Hew Englkand.
li
' In the contest of Ib2S over a new constitution which should per-
mit slavery, the few New England missidTwries made themselves felt
joining with laymen in the work to preserve a free state. Only tv;o
of the five news pap©BS stood for freedom. One was edited by Hiram
Eddy of New England. Rev. Thomas Lippincott an early missionary from
New England wrote fiery hand bills and contributed to one of these
•
%. History of the Congregational Association of Southern Illinois.
1892.
/. Home Hissionary March 1835 by Rev. Theron Baldwin, indebted
II
to Rev. J. M. Peck
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papers on the mibject of slavery^ while Kev, Stephen Bliss, junt referr-
ed to was elected to the senate on the antij^ ulavery issue. Another
powerful anti-slavery worlcer of those days was Rev. j. M. Poclc, mis-
sionary of the Massachusett G Baptist Society and later an agent of the
American Bible Society. His constant travelling gave him opportunity
to spread anti- slavery ideas. " His plan of organizing the counties
by a central committee with branches in every neighborhood v/as carried
out by his own exertions and personal supervision and was greatly
instrumental in saving the state." Another writer probably refers to
the same plan when he says that J. M. Peck organized an anti-* slavery
societyin St. Clair county with which fourteen societies of other
counties became affiliated.
When this crisis v/as past there was for many years a hopeful atti-
tude on part of the missionaries on the subject of the overthrow of
slavery. It was felt that the spread of education, the growth of miss-
ions, the efi^orts oi colonization societies would do away with the
evil. Since Illinois herself was not facing the question and since
she had put an end to efforts to introduce slavery within her borders
the subject for some ten or fifteen years did not occupy the public
mind as it seems to us in looking back that it must have done. Mis-
sionaries made their frequent reports to the home office dwelling
fully on all their diffic\ilties and disco>iragement s, extremely sensi-
j(
|i
tive to the moral atmosphere about them, but little, in Illinois was
said about slavery. Then in the thirties, I856-7, especially came the
attempt of the South to preventfree speech, a time noted for aiobs and
l Early History of Illinois by Vto, H. Brown
^- Early Society in Southern Illinois by Robert W, Patterson
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riots. Illinois as a border state v;as doomed to feel the evil of the
troubled times and to contribute her victim.
Elijah P. Lovejoy v/as born at Albion, Maine, in lb02, the son of
Rev. Daniel Lovejoy, a Congregational minister. He graduated at
Waterville College, Maine and went to St. Louis as school teacher and
editor. Here he had a religious experience which led him to return
East for theological training at Princeton. On hi* return to St. Loui<
In 1833 he was commissioned as missionary to that city by the Home
Missionary Society. In addition to preaching he edited and published
the St. Louis Observer as an organ of the Presbyterians of Illinois^
and Missouri, His character was earnest and transparent but not by
nature combative or pugnacious. Bold and fearless he was nevertheless
amiable, affectionate and lovable. In his writings he v/as mild, tem-
II
perate and gentlemanly. In his reports to the society he had more to
say of the dangers from Catholicism\han from slavery. In his paper
declared himself in favor of gradual emancipation and disclaimed
*Tie name abolitionist. After 1835 he was not in the employ of the
•!>irr!7ioriary society. Probably his duties as editor absorbed all his
II
time. During his service as missionary he had been moderator of the
Presbytery of Illinois. It was in 1836 that he published an account
of the burtoing of a negro in St. Louis. Moved by the horror and in-
humanity of the scene he sharply criticised the community which allot-
il
ed such a deed. Upon thi* a mob destroyed his press and he moved to
Alton, across the river in Illinois. In the contest that follo?;ed
/. Julian U, Sturtevant An Autobiography. Fleming H, Eevell Co.
1896 p. 222
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Lovejoy actod on the advice of his ministerial friend e. After hio
second press was destroyed he proposed to his friends that he with-
draw but at the meeting of the Synodin November at Springfield
where one evening the sit\iation was thoroughly diec\issed with but oi*e
dissenting voice, Kic friends persuaded him to remain feeling that
the great principle of the freedom of the press was at stake. The
syrjpathizing
third press v/as given b/^friends in Ohio, in this contest for free-
dom of speech. Meanwhile in accordance with earlier plans a meeting
was called to conveneti-n Alton, November 1857 to form a state anti-
slavery society. This call was signed by 56 of the residents of
Quincy, 42 from Galesburg, 32 from Jacksonville, 23 from Alton, 20
from Springfield and 72 from other places, It was held the week after
the meeting of Synod and l;:r. Lovejoy' s friends were urged to be pre-
t
sent. Among those who gathered at Alton were Edv/ard Beecher from
Illinois College and Asa Turner from Quincy. The meeting was captured
by the friends of slavery and the audience heard a tirade against
"Yankees", home missionaries, Sunday schools, abolitionists and Tem-
perance Societles.Aft cr the adjourriment of the convention it became
known that the news press was expected. President Beecher remained
to see what would happen. The press came at night and Mr. Lovejoy
and Mr. Beecher went to the landing, superintended its storing in the
warehouse and guarded it till morning. In the morning Mr. Beecher
li
left for Jack3onville. On the follo?7ing night the warehouse was
attacked by the mob and Mr. Lovejoy killed. This was an event to
^ Julian M. Sturtevant, An Autobiography. Fleming H. Revell Co,
1896 p. 226.
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stir the country. It won to the cause or the abol it -.-Mists the fiery
eloquence of the brother, Owen Lovejoy in the pulpit and as member of
Congress while the town of Alton went through a season of deep moral
/
agitation and became a center of anti- slavery effort. But a group
of residents of this city led by Dr. HasKell of Massachusetts, a grad-
uate of Dartmouth removed to Rockford in the northern part of the
state in order to be in a region where pro-slavery sentiment T/as not
these
predominant. Unfortunately events in Alton had unhappy results forA
Illinois College. The excitement aroused, the hatred generated were
directed toiijard Mr. Beecher and the College. These feelings v:ere entejc,
tained not alone by the mob but by people of wealth, social standing
and even of religious reputation. The news papers of St. Louis which
had wide circulation in southern Illinoio v/ere intensly hostile in
their opposition to Illinois College. For a time there was fear of
attsck on the college buildings end of personal violence to Ivlr. Beecher,
In time these prejudices were lived dovm but for years there were
constant annoyances in the vicinity of the collage.
Quincy, another river town went through a similar experience as
regards the principle at issue. This city had had, to its great ad-
vantage, a strong spiritual leader in Asa Turner of the "Yale Band"
who had located there in IB?0. In four years his church had become
self-supporting, the town experienced " a most clear and decided
moral improvement"."^ Many Easterners flocked to Quincy and there
/ Fifty Years of Home Missions. Rev. Joseph E. Roy, Ottawa 1894
Martyrdom of Lovejoy. h. Tanner I 881.
Z Julian M. Sturtevant. An Autobiography. Fleming H. Revell Co^
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li
wp>s a strong sentiment of syrrpathy with the other centers of eastern
thought lilce Jacksonville end Springfield. Aaa Turner organized
|,Tract , Bible anill Temperance societies and developed outstations v/hich
soon became independent churches. His aim was" a missionary and
half a dozen Christian families for every county."
11
I
The first church building in Quincy gained the name of the " Lord's
Barn" from its general appearance." In 1836 some people in Quincy
II
wished to hold an antA- slavery meeting. The mere design caused a
great ferment in the town and country round about and threats v/ere
II
made that no such meeting should be held. This meeting was to be held
in the " Lord's Barn" and as the day approached many men rallied to the
^defence not so much from their love of antl- slavery sentiments as
because they believed in freedom of speech. Under the raised plat-
l^form they stored guns, clubs, poles, etc. The speakers 7/ere the
pastors of the Methodist and Baptist churches. As soon as the speak-
ing began the mob began to throw brick and stone throur?>» wlndov7S.
Joseph T. Holmes who was both deacon and magisti-L-ie ard later a
Congregational minister led the counter chsTge, and a very successful
I ' .
ehtJrf* 1^ was dispersing the inob altofeth©*-. " After this the better
*if?Te^*s of society ruled in Qiiincy,
The carrying out of the fugitive slave law gave deep offence to
tvi« «-nT*onentG of slavery. Interesting testimony to the intense teol-
4«g o* the Puritan New Snglanders in Illinois on this subject is
found in " The Underground Railroad" by Professor Wilbur H. Siebert,
/ l!?.rrascript History of Quincy church by Thomas Pope, in library
of Chicago Theological Seminary.
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Mr. Seibert says " in general it is safe to aay tliat the majority
of helpers in the north v.'ere of Anglo- American stoclc, deBcendants of
,
the Pulritan and Quaker settlers ot the eastern states or of southern —
ers that had moved to the northern states to be rid of slavery." The
I
Scotch communities were also centers of Underground Railroad oper-
ations as, for example those of Randolph and V/ashington counties in
Illinois.
In Illinois the Southerners T7ho gave such assistance are traced
I
for the most part to members of a Presbyterian church which under the
I
leadership of Rev. J. Rankin had first settled in Brown county, Ohio,
because of their views of slavery. Some of these families came to
Bond Co. J Illinois about 1820 snd later^ about IbSO^moved into Putnam
and Bureau count ies^ forming the little church at Union Grove which
I
Aratus Kent discovered in Ib29, and to v/hlch he called the attention
of the Home liissionary Society which thenceforth took it under its
.protection, Those T/ho went to Bureau county united with the Prince-
ton colony^ ThesB people were extEcmely active in their assistaiice*
No complete figures exist as to the numbers of fugitives assisted
but one member of this band of Southerners testified to the assisting
of thirty-one men and women in six weeks time, as the high est record
I
reached."^
?e\7 of those at the north who assisted run-away slaves embudd as
I The Underground Railroad, by Professor V/ilbur H. Siebert. Hew
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they were witli respect for law, cared to entice slaves from their
masters or to serve as guides in the first steps of their escape.
On the ground of humanity and the pity for the needjr enjoined by the
Bible northerners v;ould give aid at their door and even speed them on
their way. Tlie few v/ho incited slaves to leave their masters v/ere
tionspicuous, and there was usually some ground for unusual bitterness
of feeling on the subject of slavery in their cases. Illinois had
one conspicuous example of a man who was willing to aid in abducting
slaves. This was David Nelson, who, himself' a Southerner, an avowed
athiest and a slave holder had on conversion become a Christian
minister and located in Missouri. Here he encountered so much oppos-
ition that he had to take hasty flight. Finding refuge in Quincy he
allied himself with the New Englanders and their church therelln the
spring of 1859-40 he instigated two of the pupils in his raidsion insti-
tute to cross the river into Missouri and aid some slaves in escaping.
The students were captured and "tal'en to the jail at Palmyra and
tried. There was no legal evidence as slave testimony was not admis-
sable but they v;ere condemned to twelve years imprisonment. By their
condTict they shortened their term more thaia half and there was a
remarkable revival of religion while they were there among the pris-
oners. One of these young men afterward went as missionary to Africa,
later the main building of the Mission Institute v;as burned by a mob
who came from the Missouri side of the river for the purpose.
Everywhere in northern Illinois the fugitive slave found friends
are
and helpers. The motives for this help to the slave^to be found in
/ Manuscript History of Quincy church. Thomas Pope.
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the toac'nings of the New England church. Indeed the nen most pro-
minent in these efforts were vigoroua adherents of that church.
1^
Owen TiOvojoy the Congregational minister proclaimed in Congress on
being taunted as a " nigger stealer" " Owen Lovejoy lives at Prince-
ton, Illinois, tliree quarters of a mile east of the village and he aids)
every fugitive t\v;t comes to his door and asks It,"
i; Philo Carpenter the real founder of the first Congregational
church in Chicago quided not less than 200 fugitives to Canada find-
ing vessels to carry them to its shore.
II
I Dr. Richarc Eelli:i v/hose case for secreting a slave v/as in liti-
gationjpor ten y-jars and who was finally fined and paid the costs of the
trial, was a prominent member of the Quincy church.
Professor J. B. Turner while at Illinois College assisted in. at
least, one such rescue. James Collins the lavr/er v;ho defended those
charged with breaking the fugitive Slave Law was of the Collins family
of Collinsville, famous for their uncompromising stand on all moral
questions.
I
Scrutiny of the msp given by llr. Seibert showing the lines of the
Underground Railroad reveals the suggestive fact that most of the
towns given on those lines were early occupied by New Englanders and
their churches . Often the name of a station given on this map is
simply that of the man giving aid, but where a place is named it is
II
apt to be a Hew England church center. Thus Springfield with its churd\
' The Underground Railroad. Professor. V^ilbur K. Siebv-r*,^P^, n^^r,^
1 Ibid p. 147
3 Ibid|jj>27B
1
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founded in Ibt^O was the converging point Tor three lines (i) through
Altan (IB3I) (dates are of the founding of churches by the ttissionary
Societ:;^) and Keno (P) V/hites Flain, Jerseyville ( IB.'-ss ) ,VVaverly (1B4;5),
(3) Quincy {Ib3I), Adains, Jacksonville (Ibpy). Prom Springfield a line
extended north to Galesburg (1853) through 7armington (IB4-I), but the
usual route seems to have been by stage to Ottawa (Ib?4) thence through
Northville (I8.'^5) to Chicago, Lines also passed from Jacksonville and
Springfield through Delavan, Tremont ( I64I ) , Dillon, Washington (1835)
Metamora (1840), Magnolia (I85I), Granville ( I83I) , and Peru (1843) to
Ottawa.
( active
Galesburg (1853) was an especially station on the Underground
Railroad for fugitives from Missouri through Quincy (I83I), Mendon
( 1845 ) , Carthage ( 1835 ) , Augusta ( 1837 ) , Plyraoth ( 1840 ) , La Harpe
( 1848), and then by the old state road to Chicago v/ith stations at
Knoxville (1835), Osceola, Pawpsu ( 1844) , Sugar Grove (I843)and Aurora
(1840).
In the Northwestern part of the state there v:as a line conducting
fugitives to points on the lake farther north than Chicago. The fugi-
tives taking this route passed around Missouri crossing Iowa and then
through New Y/iBsor, Andover (1850), Genesee (I83y), Erie, Prophet's
Town, L^nndon (1840), Sterling (1842) Lee Center (1852), and Dixon
i(I856). Another line entering the state at Port Byron (I85I) after
i
passing Hillsdale Joined this northern route.
Prom the history of Putnam county located in the north-central
part of the state something of the origin and method of conducting
I The Underground Railroad. Prof essor Wilbur H. Siebert. New York
P* 97.
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such work appears. Able, earnest orators lilce Owen Lovejoy, Ic'nabod
Codding and others encouraged the people in the different towns to
organize routes. Such was the sense of the need of secrecy and
,
caution that few, even of those actively engaged in the work, knew
anything of agents along the entire line, being definitely posted only
as to those stations immediately next thera on either side. The ch^Of
thought each agent had was to hurry the fugitives along beyond all
possibilitry ot capture. The fugitives who v/ere helped along by '^eans
of this regular though secret line did not begin to appear till about
1840. They cane mostly from Missouri and Kentucky and they averaged
on this one line thirty or more a year.'
By the early forties the deep feeling on the subject of slavery
is apparent in mdssionary reports thoug'^ there is still a certain hes-
itancy to call the evil by name. This was left to the more outspoken
bbolitionists. In IbAi we have these testimonies to the feeling of
the missionaries " It is evidently a general feeling among the mission-
aries in the West, that our country is rapidily advancing to a critical
point in her history. Letters from all parts of the great field,
written without any concert of the authors either expressly assert or
imply that a struggle is now going on which must ere long,terminate
for weal or woe to our beloved America. The missionaries seean to agree
in their belie* that the eastern churches do not appreciate the crit-
ical nature of the present opportunity to save the land."
I Record of the Olden Time; or Fifty Years on the Prairie. Spencer
Ellsworth. Ib80 .Lacon, Illinois.
1 Home Missionary November^ Ib4I.
3. Ibid. ITovember and December 1841 ^ ^ 1
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The following citation came from an IllinoiG missionary: " Tlie
crisis we are approaching as a nation, it is feared, ic not begun to
be understood by the mass of the people of God. Not the moral purity
of the V/eat alone, but the preservation of the whole community is at
stake- our country is in danger while Christians all over the land
are suffering everything but Christianity to take root in the West."
Another writesywe have reached an appalling Brisls-our ablest
patriots are looking out on the deep vexed with storms, with great
foreboding and failing of heart for fear of the things that are com-
!! '
'
ing upon us.
j; It is not claiming too much to say that the New England element
It
led and guided by the leaders in the New England churches originated
and fostered the expression of anti- slavery feeling in anti- slavery
societies and political parties. The motives were supplied in thw
religious teachings of the Puritan church. The leaders in the anti-
slavery societiefi|and later in the anti-slavery political parties were
men who were members and leaders of that church. Not politicians,
these years of political and moral agitation afforded the best educatit*
ional training even during the lack of immediate political success
for the time when that success did come.
I
The first anti -slavery society was formed in a New England settle-
ment in Putnam county in Ib^ss and by 1838 there were thirteen societies
in Northern Illinoic.^ We have already seen that Elijah Lovejoy,
Edward Beecher and Asa Turner were leader- in organizing the state
/ Home Missionary Novesnber and December X84I
1 The Liberty alid Free Soil Parties. Theodore C. Smith,New Work.
1897. p. 14.
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i!
ant 1-slavery society.
These societies confined their efforts to a moral and religious
I
agitation up to Ibsy. It was such agitation that led to the format-
ion of the suceeding anti-slavei-y political parties and that prompted
the old parties as well to anti-slavery action. Back of their agitata
Ion were the teachings of the Gospels, " decisive influences in thous-
ands of invidiual cases in the United States in creating a public
opinion against slavery before the Civil War; but it would be far more
Of their action tliavi
difficult to write the history of the political influences which com-
3
bined with them". Besides the propagation of principles this anti-
elavery society of Illinois sent petitions to Congress to abolish
slavery and the slave trade wherever it sjconstitutional jurisdiction
permitted. Peeling the irapuJse toward political interference appear-
ing elswhere in the country in IB.'^y the society voted " that every
abolitionist v7ho has a right to vote be earnestly entreated to lose
6."
no opportunity to carry his abolition principles to the poUs."
In 1840 the liberty party was in the field^ith a ticket headed by
Birney end Earle. The State Anti-slavery Society of Illinois in con-
vention at Princeton decided on a course of neutrality but the men in
favor of a third party held a separate meeting under leadership of
David Kelson and agreed to support the liberty candidates. The result
was a tiny vot of 157. The center of agitation was Adams county which
/ The Liberty and Pree Soil Parties. Theodore C. Smith Nev; York
P. 15.
L Ibid p. SOO
J G. 3. Adams, Civilization during the Middle Ages. quoted by T.. C,
Smith p. 4
^. Ibid p. 19 r. Ibid p. 33
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gave 42 votes. Tills was double the vote of the north-east counties
in ert i-rl t very iLi'l-.uji.co
which later became conr.varable to the Western Reserve in Ohio, Tliis
^
lis ascribed to the influence of the imirder of Lovejoy but it should
be noted that Adams county v;as also the seat of David Nelson's Mission
jlnstitute and the Quincy church so recently incensed by mob interfer-^
ii
i3nce. It took till the next presidential election in 1844 to get
I
the Liberty Party thoroughly organized in Illinois. This party sprang
directly from the old anti-slavery societies which in Illinois were
found in clusters of communities where northern settlers predominated^
Its purpose lilce that of its successors was to form a perm^nt nortl-w^-
ern party and it relied for growth on the spread of anti-slavery princi^
pies.
In IB4I xhe State Anti-slavery Society in its meeting at Lowell,
3
|j openly advocated independent nominations but the Liberty Party made
but one nomination that of Frederick Collins, for Congress in the
third Congressional district. In 1842 it nominated a Govenor and
Ii
[iLieutenent- Govenor, C. W, Hunter of Madison county and Frederick
Collins, But in I84S there were candidates for Congress from all the
districts except in the south eastern part of the state. By this
time the north eastern part of the state had come to that leadership
which it afterward held. " Nothing is so stimulating to a party as to
iihave some district in which it is generally victorious to which in
V
any circumstances it may reasonably look for support."
/ The Liberty and Free Soil Parties. Theodore C. Smith, New York p,^
L Ibid p. 501,
2, Ibid p. 52 •
M Ibid p. 304
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Having seen the anti-slavery cause thus equipped with a coinplete
political organization and with a community in northern Illinois,
settled largely by New iCnglandcrs, to bacK it , it is well to consid-
er itr, leaders. The moral effects of the aiiti-slavory societies ere
from now on to be supplemented by political methods. It has been
that
claimed at ^his juncture the leadership fell to laymen" to the
"American man of affairs" in the country at large. This* however,
was not the case in Illinois. r/hen the leadership passed from the
hands of David Nelson it fell to Owen Lovejoy v/ho for the next fckflr-
teen years v/as the leader and personification of Illinois abolition-
ism a zealous, persistent agitator, eloquent in speech, radical
and sometimes bitter to the paint of virulence but capable of inspir-
ing the greatest respect and confidence in the anti-slavery men of the
north-east counties." He was a favorite delegate to the National
Conventions, a favorite candidate for Congress from northern Illinois
but he was during all this time a Congregational minister. A native
of Maine, educated at Bowdoin College and Bangor Theological Seminary
he preached for a short time at the Presbyterian church in Alton and
then went to the Congregational church at Princeton wfeere he was pastoj*
from 1858 to 1665, the years of the rise and fall of the Liberty,
Free Soul and ?ree Democratic Parties. He preached later also in the
First Congregational church of Chicago. His boldness and courage in
politics was equalled by his boldness in the pulpit. All his congre-
gation did not like his anti-slavery views and on one occasion when he
The Liberty abd ?ree Soil Parties, Theodore C. Smith, New York
p. 18
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saw some leaving the church he said " Breth»Bn» I see some of you dont
liKe my anti-slavery doctrines but I am going to preach them till you
do liKe them and then preach them because you like them." ArAther
instance v;as when a saloon was opened in Princeton with a sign " Hole
in the Wall" and Owen Lovejoy preached from Ezekeal VIII, 7- 10,
congratulating the owner on his appropriate sign. The saloon v/as sooji
closed,
1
Of the other acknowledged leaders in the political movement
Frederick Collins who was a favorite anti-slavery candidate, was one
of the five sons of Deacon Y/illiam Collins who founded Collinsville,
All had been in Dr. Lyman Beecher's church in Litchfield, Connecticut
and v;ere stanch upholders and promoters of the Puritan cause.
Dr. Richard Eells v;ho was candidate of the Liberty Party for Gov-
enor in 1846, was Deacon in the Quincy Congregational church. He was
prominent in a long law case growing out of the Fugitive Slave Law^
3
Dr. Charles Volney Dyer who was the Free Soil candidate for Govenor
in 1848 was a native of Clareiidon, Vermont, and a graduate of Middle-
bury College
^
Ichabod Codding who lectured extensively on Anti-slavery, especial-
ly on the Kansas- Nebraska issue and who "wqs a power in the organiz-
ation of the"Republican party" also studied at Middlebury College
and became a Congregational minister. He held pastorates in Princetoi^
/ Manuscript History of the Quincy church, Thomas Pope.
1 The Liberty and Free Soil Parties. Theodore C. Smith, New York
p. 6S
.
I Bateman and Selby Historical Encyclopedia of Illinois.
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Lockport and Joliet.
Zebiiia Hastrnan the editor oi" the Anti-slavery papers. The uonlus
of Liberty" and " The Western Citizen" easily the leader in this field
of anti-slavery agitation was a native of North Amherst, I.iassachueetto,
From IB42 to 1861 he made hi s home in Chicago. Kis wife has recently
testified to the unpopularity he incurred as editor of the "Western Cit-
izen'.* " From the windows of her humble home on the corner of Madison
and Dearborn streets, she often saw her neighbors use tongs to remove-
the objectionable copies of the abolitionist paper left on their door-
steps." He and his v/ife v;ere leaders in the movement by which in 1852
fortyj^. eight members of the First Presbyterian church of Chicago with
drew from that church and organized the Plymouth Congregational church.
Their reason for so doing was that they did not believe that the
Presbyterian church had taken a sufficiently bold stand on the side of
freedom for the slave/
With these acknoijledged leaders in Illinois who served as candi-
dates, speakers, and publishers of papers and hand-bills all so defin-
itely allied with the Congregational church one cannot say that in
Illinois the "clerical anti-' slavery forces" were so involved in sect-
arian troubles, that they had to leave the leadership of anti-slavery
1
matters to others.
I
At the National Liberty Convention in 1844 at Buffalo C. V. Dyer
3
was a Vice President and Owen Lovejoy e Secretary. In 1846 the Liberty
/. Chicago Legal News of December 6, 1902, Volume ."^5, p. 135
'2- The Liberty and Free Soil Parties. Theodore C. Smith, New York
p. 18
3 Ibid p. 70 ^
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Party polled its highest vote iii Illinois with the main interest cent-
ering on the candidacy of Lovejoy for Congress in the fourth Congre-
gational District. With the year 1648 arose the issue of territorial
slavery and the Liberty Party gave place to the Free Soil Party,
Lovejoy served on a coriraittee. at the Convention of Free Soilers in
Buffalo, August IB48 v/hen Van Buren was nominated for the Presidency
«^
Northern Illinois was enthusiastic for the new movement aM the total
vote of 1 5, 774, tliree times the largest vote of the Liberty Party came
largellr from the north eastern counties.^ The Free Soil Party, howevej:^
rapidily declined in Illinois. The combinations and coalitions of
that party facilitated a rapid disintegration and did not satisfy the
desires of the ant i -slavery leaders. V/ith the compromise of 1850
reappeared the religious, moral, non-partisan anti-slavery agititition
induced in Illinois especially by the opposition in the northern
counties to the Fugitive Slave Law. In Jul / 1850^ a Northern Christ-
ian Convention was held in Chocago with representatives from the slatre
states. Owen Lovejoy v;as prominent in its deliberations and the con-
vention insisted on the religious character of its anti-slavery action.
In I85I there was a drawing together of the old anti-slavery men
for political action, a return to first principles end the name " Free
Soil was generally abariSined for that of Free Democracy,
I The Liberty and Free Soil Parties. Theodore C. Smith, New York
p. 144
^ • Ibid p. 156
j
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A coAvention was called at Granville. A neiv society was formed on re-
ligious, moral and po|)itical grounds J, H. Collins was made presid-
ent.' The language and methods of ti e early yeais of anti-slavei"/ agi-
tation reappeared. In 1852 at the last National Convention of the Free
Soil or Free Democracy Party, when John P, Hale v,'as nominated for the
presidency ^Lovejoy v/as t' e representative from Illinois. Illinoic
Igave 9, 966 votes to Hale, including the votes of many clergymen and
professional laen as well as young men who had come to their first
voting under the tutelage of the abhorence created in northern Illilioi^
by the Fugitive Slave Law.
;
With the passage in 1854 of the Kansas and NeOraska Bill, abolit-
ionists. Liberty men, aiitf Free Democrats were ready to n»ite in a new
northern anti-slavery party and that year the Republican Party v/as
successfully organized in the two noj^thern districts of Illinois with
Lake county as the"focus of anti-slavery sentiment" The efforts of
Lovejoy and Codding to create a state organization by a Convention at
Springfield failed for lack of the cooperation of the anti- slavery
Whigs.
li
A few years after this the successes of the Republican Party placed
Lovejoy in Congress when he gave up his regular pastoral work and the
i|
field of his activity passed largely from Illinois to the National
capital,
I The Liberty and Free Soil Parties, Theodore C, Smith, New York
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Meanwhile the Homo Missionary Society and its friends as they be-
came more outspoK.en|Uscfl the facts of the existence of slavery and its
attendant evils as one more reason for the greatest possible effort to
extend the work of t^e eastern churches atad the principles held by thojTi
In 1844 in the annual report of the society slavery is named for the
first time as one of the leading hinderances to the growth of the chur
churches in the Best and South - " Another obstacle and one of increas**
magnitude vrhic^i may well fill the heart of the philanthropy with deep
concern is the existence of that horrible anomaly in American insti-
tutions, slavery
,
covering so large a portion of our territory and en-
thralling more than two and a half millions of souls, made $n the iaage
of God, in a bondage worse than Egyptian, that prevents the most direct
I
and effectual efforts for their salvation." In this same report a
chance sentence shows how the thought of dis-union was even then in
men* s mibds - " Admit that our Union may not continue; its disruption
would only increase our work and call more loudly for the intensest
efforts."
The Mexican War «o outraged th^.^jdjft^t iiaents of the societies* offic-
ials that chey were willing to publish letters which before they had
thought it wise to suppress:- « Much public attention has recently
been given to the enlargement of our nationttl domain, and In con-
nection with this, to the probable extension of slavery over large
sections of the territory which has been or mey be annexed to our
country. To show how slavery affects the progress of evangelical
religion in the communities where it exists the following letters
from different states are given:- First, " Were this a free state^
I
'
Home Missionary June 1844
.•1 ^
, : V. <
ti tl .'i f ! iM .7 X O *•' >< ' i." '
'tOco 3x^0x0 or
I would not falter a moment, but looking to God for asslsterice would
go forward. As it is, I have many fears. Slavery here ia strong.
It affects every nerve and fiber of society. Not a sir^^le one of
them that I have heard of can read the Bible and there are not half
a dozen of them that make any pretenaions to piety. They are almost
never called in to be present at family worship, I know of no way in
which they are instructed. I do not know of a single master or mistresf
that ever teaches them any syst^atic religious truths. I do not
see a cloud as big as a man's hand that portends their emancipation,
I could not say a syllable to the slaves thmselves in private without
setting in motion a train of opposition that would soon drive me from
the state. The masters are nearly as inaccessible as the slaves.
They are sensitive and suspicious to a very great degree," Second:-
In this state this institution keeps 200,000 immortal beings in deep
ignorance. Ninety-nine hundredths of them reveive no instruction
not even in a Sunday school. In almost every part of the South where
there is no positive law forbidding their being instructed public
sentiment amounts to a prohibition equally effective. If a minister
should preach much to t" era he is liable to be suspected as an abolitioiw
ist." Third " Scattered population due to the agricultuEslfsystem
prevents schools and instruction of c'-ildren. Leads also to ignorance
of white children who cannot be sent away. A free school system has
never flourished. Churches are few and feeble. This condition has
exiled many of our best ministers to the free states." Fourth:
-
" You are already aware that many devoted ministers of the Gospel have
left this and other statew because of the patriarchal institution."
7.
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In the fifties v/itli the agitation in Kansas And Nebraska ceme freer
expression of opinion. In lb53 an able paper in the Home Missionary
enumerated three dangers to American institutions arising out of
American prosperity as shown in the influx of foreigners, the growth
of slavery and the increase of territory by annexation. Under the lacrt
point the writer justified the annexation of Louisiana by national
interest, the annexation of Florida by universal patriotism but from
the annexation of Texas he claimed many evils had resulted, chief amonf
them, war, while the addition of New Mexico end California had aroused
great jealousy, acerbity and sectional annimosity. He goes on to say,
•* The interests of the annexation are determined almost solely by the
interests of slavery. C\iba Hayti, aM the neighboring statew of Mexico
and even the distant Sandv/ich Islands are all vievi'ed through this med*
ium. We canriOt in ^ur present condition maKe another stride in annex-
ation v/ithout fearfully augmenting our -^ost imminent and threatening
dangers. »• ^
Meanwhile the society was rather sharply called to account by its
constituency for what seemed to them an incorisistent policy in con-
tinuing to sentf fimds to slave states. A resolution adppted by the Caa-
gregational church in Champaign shows the feeling
.
They voted " to
make no contributions to or countenance in any way any society up-
holding slavery."
The society attempted a justification of its policy " While it
may not be accomplishing all it could T/idh for the removal of this
/ Ibid. May 1853 by Rev. L. P. Hickok of Union College-
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grecX evil, it la doing mich. Some thingo which have been Buggected
it does not attempt because they do not seem to the society 6v to the
great mass of judicious persons to be right or proper. For example.
It does r^ot , as some v;ould have it, wholly withdraw from slave states.
It does not as others advise make the exclusiOB of slave holders from
communion a condition of missionary aid and thus interfere with the
I
'rights of the churches to define their own terms of membership. But
it bears an open and unembarressed testimony against slavery; it rarJls
it among the chief evils with which the Gospel must grapple; it sus-
tains no ministers in slave states who are implicated in this sin, it
claims as 4te right and duty of the missionaries so to bring the Gos-
pel to bear on this subject thst the moral sense of their people shall
be awakened and enlightened and they may be led to free themselves from
its <^ilt. Vii'hen the missionaries in fulfilliaent of this duty encounterb
opposition and obloquy, he is sustained by the sympathy and pecuniary
aid of the Society as lang as there is hope of usefulnessand them, when
duty bids him depart, he is assisted to enter other fields." In this
utterance the Society claimed that it stood on the same grounff as the
New School Presbyterian and Congregational churches as affirmed by the
General Assemblies of IBI8, la^d, lb60 and the general Convention of
Congregational ministers at Albany in 1852 when they affirmed it "to
be the duty of missionary societies to grant aid to ehurches in slave-
holding states, in support of such ministers only as shall so preach
the Gospel and inculcate the principles and application of Gospel
ci
displine that, with the blessing of God, it shall have its full effect
in awakening and enlightening the moral sense in regard to slavery
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and ill bringing to ;;asG the speedy abolition of that ovil."
In si^ite of thie statement the Society had soon to take the pos-
ition of the churches and refuse financial aid to all churches not
excluding slave ov/ners from membership. An example of the devieive
power of this great question is shown in the history of the third
Presbyterian church of Chicago. Up to Ibsi all churches of eastern
origin in Chicago were Presbyterian. This thrid Presbyterian church
was rxoted for its strong anti-slavery sentiment, including as it did
in its membership Hon, V/.W. Harwell, prominent in ant i- slavery polit-
ical measures of the time and Philo Carpenter whose house and store
were famous terminals of the Underground Railroad. The General Assem-
bly of I860 meeting at Detroit failed to take positive ground against
slavery so a majority of this church voted to stand aloof from all
meetings of Synod and Presbytery till this policy should be changed.
Disciplined for this irregularity a m.ajority of the church establish-
ed them.selves in the lecture room of the church, the personal prop-
erty of lir. Carpenter and there formed the First Congregational
church of Chicago, preached to in its early days by Jonathan Blar,ohard
later identified with Wheaton College, by J. II. Sturtevant and Owen
Lovejoy and m time proud of its record as "turned out, burned out,
jeered at as ' nigger church* This church strongly criticised the
conservatism of the Home Missionary Society. Por years it held a
fourth of July prayer- meeting for the deliverance of the olave and
observed a month of prayer before the inauguration of Btesident Lin-
coln.
There was much in the internal development of Illinois, to lead to
... I
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a constantly increasing ant i - vsl av ery feeling. Even her early settlers
mainly froin the South, tfid not wish slavery in Illinois, for economic
in cases
reasons and many for moral reasons. This was proved by the majority^
small indeed, which prevented the Constitutional Amendment permitting
slavery in Then came the large influx of Easterners most of
them opposed to sl^tisryy and accustomed ta give ear to the moral in-
structions of their religious leaders. Their moral sentiments were
shocked by the turbulent acts and temper of the border and by the
eight of the enforcement of the Fugitive Slave Law. Moral sentiment
aroused led to such a certainty of conviction that Illinois could even
critise Mew England for her moderateness of statement; churches crit-
icised the society that gave them existence and church members crit-
icised the reserve of the church itself while the religious leaders
li
saw in all the agitation and in the threatening danger still greater
need for the spread tff Christian truth. As the contest deepened
and patriotism was invoked to bring the country out of her trouble it
seems only a natural resi.ilt that one in four of the entire male mem-
bership of the Puritan church in Illinois sprang to defense of the
" of -
Union against the coalition slaveholding states.
r r J-
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Chapter XI II,
Sectcrlaii Influences. Catholicism. The Carapbellitea,
The Mormo'is,
If In the early forties there was a certain hesitancy in assailing
slavery as a foe to civil and religious liberty or prehaps, some dull-
ness of apprehension as to the dangers involved in the growth of the
slave power arising from long familiarity with that institution, the
rapid increase of Roman Catholics in those years in the north-west was
startling enough to challenge attention.
With the inherited prejudice of New England ers there guickly arose
a sense of need of warning and defence against a danger so destructive
in their minds, to religious and civii liberty.
The French Catholic priests of the early days had offered little
opposition to the Protestants. They did not object to the distribu-
tion of tracts and Bibles among their own people. They never attempt-
ed to take the matter of education from the Protestants so. eager and
sure of their own method. ViHiat now particularly alarmed the Home
Missionary Society and its constl5iency was what appeared to be a defin-
ite plan on the part of European Catholics to capture a large part of
the north -vrest for their faith,
A warning was given in May, 1842 through the organ of the society
•* The territory of this nation is an unlimited and inviting field to
which the human swarms are gathering from other lands. The crumbling
dynasties of the. old world are sending hither materials to reconstruct
the fabrics which are there tottering to ruin. Already the foundations
e fr.-^'i-a^l -. . .. .. j^j-r^ oi^V
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are laid for social institutions such as otir or/n fathers Knev/ not.
Foreign Papists are planting our fairest territories thick T^ith thoir
schools. Colony after colony of men of a strange tongue and stranger
associations are possesiiig themselves of our soil and gathering around
our ballot boxes."
(I
In Missouri* Illinois and Arkansas there are seventy-four priests
with literary institutions of every grade in which, at least, a thous-
and youth are nov/ training- here then the very heart of the V/est is
li
infected and every pulsation throws abroad a strain of influence bain-
ftil to the civil freedom and religious v/ell -being of unnumbered thou8«r
I
ands.
"
More hopeful was the tollowing expression :- " The most formidable
foe of the universal spread of the Gospel is, doubtless, to be found
in the Roman apostacy - where else could the contest be bloodless,
where so successful as here, where no racks or tortures forestal
the force of argument- here, where the benighted children of error
will be surrounded and pervaded by the silent but resistless irifluence
of our schools and presses; here, where every onejof them may stand
erect rnd feel that he is a man and may assert his right xo doubt as
v:ell as to believe; to discuss and judge as well as listen and obey ?
Instead therefore of deprecating the coming of so many foreigners as
a curse, we should regard it as fie fulfillment of our national
destiny."
In July of this year, IB42, it was reported that an agent from
Illinois, had been in England and on the continent for the purpose of
sending emigrants to the western states. Honey to buy lands in Illin-
j|
Annual Report of Home Missionary Society June 1842.
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ol8 and elswhere had been raised . Land oi'ficeo had been opened in
England and Gerinany Tar the sale of western lands. The emigration
I
from Ireland, England and Germany was large.
In November of this year the "Grand Scheme" with increased effort
tised and ex^oonod
to rov.de public senti^-ent against what seemed to them an impending
danger. '* That there is a formal conspiracy of the crov/ned heads of
Europe to bring our republic under papal control, as has been some-
times asserted, may or may not be true. Btit there can be no doubt
that many of the potentates and grandees of Catholic Europe greatly
i; •
desire such a result. The nobility and political economists who reef''^'^
with amazement and terror the accumulation of masses of population,
I!
in the overcrowded states of the old world, with out instruction,
without employment, and v;ithout bread have a poiiverful reason for
1
pushing these masses off upon our comparatively vacant territory."
During 1842 a phamplet was issued in London and Dublin entitled
Proposed new plan aif a General Emigration Society; by a Catholic e:e
gentleman'; The object was to be the sending of Irish poor to America
II
From thiG well wi'itton phamplet the editors of the missionaiy mag-
azine made large extract© The reasons for such emigration are Btv.tnr^
as follows:-"! 2o dispose of excess of population , 8. To create de-
mand for British manufactures. 3 To make the Catholic religion pre-
dominant in the United States." The phamplet contained a map copin'^
by the missionary magazine to show the region it was thought best to
settle in. The territory included Upper Canada, Wisconsin, Michigan,
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and part of Iowa. The desirablenesi
ii
of this country was proven by descriptiwB extracts from De Tocquevill^^
ii ( Home Missionary July 1842 Ji
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Captain Marryatt, Mias l.Iartineati and Judfie Halliburton.
The officials of the Home Missionary Society drew three concliini'^ny
from this document : -"-I V/e may expect colonization stimulated and
systematized more and more. 2 The great field of conflict for re-
ligious and political supremacy v/ill be in the West, S Nov ie the
time to save the Vilest."
In the following year, 1843, the foundation of certain benevolent
societies in Europe to advance Catholicism in America gave further
|l
occasion for alavm.
FredericK RtiS 3, Vicar (rBBBEal of the Diocese of Cincinnatti in-
terested himcolf particularly in the spread of Catholic missions in
America, promoting the gathering of funds for thic purpose in a mem-
orial fund to Leopoldina Empress of Brazil. The Pope granted special
|l
indulgences to those aiding this fund and Metternich wrote to the
Bishop of Cincinatti coramendirg the movement. It sooia gathered ^ 61,
li
000, The society for the Propagation of the Faith at Lyons during
1840 appropriated ^160,000 to missions in America.'
The intense feeling on the subject occasioned even suc^i extrava-
gant language as that used in an address in Painsville, Ohio, in 1844.
Il The Apocalyptic Beast is watching with intense anxiety, and strain-
ing his eye-balls, for a favorable moment to spring in upon us with
one immense bound and make us his prey. Rome has more men, more mon^^v-
!l
'
more cunning and more perseverance than we have. Rome never stops
short of universal victory or universal defeat.
Prom thi* time on Romanism is classed with intemperance and slaveT»y
/. Home Missionary Febuary 1845
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an evil thrSathenirig the country. The citation of a few titles of
articles appearing in the Home Missionary will ohov; the nature of the
Protestant opposition. Jesuits in the united States. January 1846-
' Catholic GlerF;y in the InAtod States. ?ebnary 1846- Indulgences
June, 1848- Aid t3>» the Roman Catholic church in America, Aui^ust 184?.
Jesuit Seminaries at the West. October X85I- Does the Romish church
discourage the reading of the Bible ? July i8}53.
The utterances on the subject of some of the most distinguished
men of the day will show how seriously the matter was regarded. Di*.
Leonard Bacon refered to the"gigantiic efforts of the Fapal church to
acheivo for itself the dominion of this hallowed soil." Professor
Parle of Andover wrote " Send our armies to the great vally where the
Pope will reign unless Puritanism be triumphant. Remembering the
II
fires of Smithfield and the ashes of nur fa -her.s v;ho sleep in Bunhill
Fields let us pray together for this ^ vine* Speaking of the moral
conflicts before the country Dr. MarK HopKins wrote " Rome amd despot-
ism are pouring in the materials of which mobs are made. Infidelity
in its various forms is mjre extensive than many suppose. VHien we re-
motnber the sectional jealousies and the distracting relations of
slavery and see how easily the standard of a civil and servile war
might be unfurled - we cannot see the burden on the church likely to
be diminished in our day,"
As a matter of fact the north-v/est was already so thoroughly im-
pregnated with the idea of the inestimable value of civil and religious
/ Home Missionary May 1852
; % Ibid September 1845
3. Ibid November 1845
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liberty that there was little lilcelihood of Catholiciism iinpresoing
itself upon the population already in possession to the detriinent of
existing institutions.
It is a recognized fact that the free educational system of the
north-west and the educational factors in a free goveruraent have in
the course o£ years so affected Catholicism that American Catholicism
I
±8 generally recognized as more liberal than that of the continent.
But Catholicism was not the only "Error " by which the West was assail-
ed. The missionary fathers after comparative uniformity in religious
beliefs to which they were accustomed in Nev; England were astonished
and shocked at the sectarian division the m^iltiplicity of sects with
which they came in contacc with in the West. Bev. Julian M, Sturte-
vant writes as follows of the conditions in New England when he was
t
a boy. " We had Baptist, Episcopal and Methodist churches, but they
were far too few in number to seriously impair the unity of the Hew En^
land church life. The Baptists were numerous only in Rhode Island.
Both they and the Methodist societies that were beginning to be organ-
ized here and there, usually sought locations remote from Congregation-
al places of worship and thus rarely came in competition with them.
The world was then broad enough for all. There was no crowding. The
consequence was that the church in any particular town was not regarded
as the representative of some distinct aenoraination b^it simply as a
branch of the church of Christ, ' the 6>nrch Universal^ v;e thought
of ours as the ' Warren Christian Church, ^ If in my childhood I had
heard our place of worship mentioned as Congregational I would have
needed to asK an explanation of the unusual term. Such was the van-
J all an M. Startavant. An Aatooio^rapay. Flajun^ i. Herfsil Co.
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tage ground of the Connecticut churches at the time of which 1 am
speaking, and the same thing might be said of the larger portion of
Massachusetts and also of a consideranle part of Vermont and Nev; Haii-
pshire. I call it vantage ground, not, however, to Congregot ionalists
as a religious denomination, but to Christianity,"
How different the condition in I ilinoisi One settlement of eighty-
families had fourteen sects. One town of BOO inhabitants had eight
denominations. The missionaries soon began to class together the
forms tlfiat seemed to them, most desastrous. This despairing picture
of south-oaat ern Illinois in 18,^5 brings them all together " One or
two churches are dead two or three more are to soon to expire. At
VincerjTies a Catholic College and nunnery are soon to be built, Rom-
anism, Arianism, Universalism, Campbellism, Deism and almost every
delusion prevail."' Another writer sums up the errors in this form
" The Iffest ds the arena v/here the contest is to be carried on between
Infidelity, Romanism, Mormonism and Satanism, on one side and Chris-
tianity on the other."*
To their sorrow they had to confess that many of the "false teach-
ers", the Roman Catholic priest
8
^Mormons, preachers of Universalism,
the Millerites, lecturers on Atheism, mesmerism and phrenology, came
from the East. Another cause for chagrin ?/as that Northern Illinois
was most seriously affected; the Fox River region was the "strong-hold
of Universalism", Hancock county was almost entirely given over to
the Mormons, while the near-by valley of the Des Moines v/as a center
of infidelity under the leadership of Abner Kneeland. "Paine' s Age
od Reason is read with avidity in many families and its doctrines ad-
, __[ Home Missionary March 1835 i,
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vocatod by men of influence. Not a few motliers drink in this poioon
,
Many irmigranto from Europe allS dicciples of Hume and Volt air.
j
Clubs and associations are found in almost all of our towns on the
rivers." One family went so far as to Xeep their family record in
1:
Tom Paine instead of the Bible.
One sect, which at the present time has good standing, in that
^
day particularly arouBddjthe indignation of the Easterner. Campbellism
was described as the "bane of the West ""The common enemy of all evan-
|l gelical Christianity." These people were also known as "Disciples"
and v;ere the followers of Alexander Campbell of Bethany, Virginia,
Rev. J, M, Sturtevant was much criticised for fellowship with a church
|i
of this sect near Jacksonville. It was scarcely considered an evan-
gelical body. Vrtiile not slow to oppose the doctrines of some of their
I
leaders he kept up his friendly relations with the Disciples and in
I
his old age wrote "It is ray belief that no portion of the religious
I community around us ha? grown in grace more rapidly than that denon-
ji
ination"
i Most blighting in its influence for the short time it r^ained in
Illinois was the Mormon propagarada. Driven from Missouri the Mormons
j
had established themselves at Nauvooin Hancock county. They arrived
there in 1859. The effect on the community was immediate. Nearly all
the old citizens became anxious to sehl their property and many pre-
pared to move away, so great was the disinclination to live near
Mormons "Their recruits come from churches where the cardinal doctrines
/ Home Liissionary December Ib4i
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of the Bible are keep in the back^^rouiid" . A llomion preacher v;as re-
ported to have said that he would as soon undertake to make"sug*r out
ii
.
^
of dry hickory as to make a Mormon out of a Congrcgat ionalist .
"
In a year or two it was apparent that the Mormons intended to rule
the region politically as well as religiously. Since somewhat recent-
ly popular articles by 1 oi'mon writers have appeared in some of the
magazines in which persecutdwns suffered by the Mormons in Illinois
and attending their departure from Missouri are dwelt upon, contem-
porntry witness to the experiences and feelings of the community maybe
of interest. In August 1842 a missionary in Hancock county wrote "The
y
Mormon farce is manifestly drawing to a close. They are railing from
every point to this county for the purpose of carrying the elections
and thus getting all the public business into their own hands- and
there is a state of growing excitement among the rest of the comm.im-
ity. I am afraid the next August election v/ill not pass by without
bloodshed. I presume Nauvoo is adjperfect a sink of debauchery and
every species of abomination as ever were Sodom or Nineveh. The next
year the report is that there are 15,000 Mormons in the county, that
they hold all the offices. Old citizens are much disturbed. It seems
like the eve of an outbreak while the Mormons themselves are" worse
II
than all that has been said bbout them." But the end was not yet.
In 1845 the "old citizens are irritated almost to desperation by the
daily insults and depradations upon their property, by a people, whom
a few weai's since they reci*ved into their bosom and both clothed and
/ Home Missionary November 1840
^ Ibid August 1842
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^ Ibid O ctober 1845 ll
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fed as poor, deluded persecuted objects of charity. But they were
themselves scarcellr less deluded. They r.oyr suffer as the consequence
h
I
of their benefaction, the loss oi business*, of personal safety and
general prosperity to the country. The absorbing question with this
whole people now is how shall we rid ourselves of this curse. v;e were
afraid the people would drive it from their borders by violence but
II
God seems to have purposed that it shall ripen among us, and with wond-
/
erful suddenness perish utterly in its own conniption."
Rev. J. -i. Grout,the missionary at V/acsaw, wrote in Febuary 1846
that life and pro -perity were not safe. In September of the same year
he wrote that ten surrounding counties. had pledged themselves to see
that the Mormons move from Illinois and already most of them had fled
to Missouri. He had attended three funerals of prominent citiaeias
Icilled by Mormons in the last three months. At one time parties of
Mormons v/ent about terrorizing the county. The next month Mr, Grout
I
reported nearly all the Mormon property as sold and at higher rates
than their opponents could have got for theirs had the Mormons rmaiit-
|l
ed, " A miserable remnant, prehaps 2000 stili remained in Nauvoo,
the objects of suspiciotij hatred and fear. Their temple is yet unsold*
The main body is encamped almost within speaking distance. The old
citizenj^re impatient of such delay and fearful of theirjreturn. " Pour
months later he writes:-- controversy seems to have closed. Order and
quiet has reigned since a few days after the battle which induced
MoiTions and semi -Mormons to leave Nauvoo, A few acts of theft have
P
been committed but the offenders have been dealt with promptly accord-
ing to law." His v/ords of a year later show how deep the demoraliza-
Home Missionary October ' 1845 ii
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tion of the rei^ion "had been. "Great prudence, diocerninent , patience,
and forbearance were necessary to persuade a population which had been
inflicted with the vicinity of Mormoniism to coinmence anev? to build up
society and the utmost sagacity to keep them at worK." The"tcnrple"
which seems to have been a problem to both parties was burnt in 1848.
"The work of some nefarious incendiary", an act which was not approv-
ed by the better portion of the population. It was tiot till 1853 that
the missionai'ies reported Hancock county as really recovering from
the Mormon occupation,
^' Daviee county suffered from a smaller Mormon invasion under
rather pecular circumstances. Many came directly from Nauvoo but
II
more "from the colony of one, Strong, who in view of the corruption 6f
the church at Nauvoo attempted to establish a reformed Mormon church
ill Wisconsin. Many of his folloT/ers left him, and his attempt to
impose phosphorescent light for cloven tongue^ defeated his whole
enterprise. This colony is the result of the breaking up of these
two dens since their faith and confidence in their leaders is not
strong enough to take them to California,"
one caiinot emphasize too strongly the utter lack of any ground of
agreement between such colonics and Hew England settlers. They appear-
ed too late to gain a real foothold in Illinois. They had to do
pioneer work in the unoccupied field of Utah to make a permanent hold
for themselves.
i,'
ii
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Chapter XIV,
Education. Contest I'or Free Schools. Jonathan B, Turner and the
State University. Academies.
Turning to a successful side of the missionary's v/ork it is to be
noticed that his influence in educational matters was creative, defin-
ite, permanent. Illinois owes much in her educational development
to him. He brought with him the knowledge of the three-fold- education-
al organization of New England, the college, the atjaderay and the com-
mon school, and added^o this , wrought out from the circumstances of
his surroundings the idea of industrial educational by the state.
Applying this program to Illinois we find certain helps and cer-
tain hinderances to the cause of education in the local conditions.
To begin with there was generous financial encouragem.ent provided by
the general government in the terms of the ordinance of I7B5 for the
disposing of lands in the Western Territory by which section 16 in
each township was devoted to school purposes. The enabling act of
I8I8 also devoted one entire township for the use of a "seminary of
learning" and of the five percent of the net proceeds of the sale of
Government lands within her limits granted to the use of the state^
it was provided that tliree- fifths should be used for educational
purposes, one-sixth of this sum to be used for a college or univer-
sity. In 1888 this together with a surplus revenue fund given by
/ W. L, PillGbury, Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruct
ion. I880-I682 p. CXXIII
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$ 9,691 ,9;^2.H9 with an income af 6?i4,P04.64.
In enumerating the disadvanta/ses with which education had to con-
r
tend it id obvious at once that funds would not flow into the state
treasury very early from these provisions since the sele of lands vouLa
naturally be slow till eettlers became abundant. In fact the first
sale was not made till I83I in Green county. Again the early settlers
were not so prosperous a condition at first as to lead them to impose
taxes upon themselvesVior were they as a class at all disposed to
promote free schools.^
To this should be added the fact that the legislative bodies of
the state v/ere controlled by representatives of the southern settlers
during nearly all the years we are considering. Any advar.ce in educa-
tional matters was v/rested from these men orily by long siege and after
repeated Rebuffs, These legislators diverted the school funds to the
payment of other^tate expenses so persistently in the early years that
Congress. withheld the fund for several years previous to I85I.
By Act of 1835 the interest vvas distributed to the counties and no
.longer loaned to the state. The state by public act pays interest oin
ll
all the funds which have accrued to it from the sources named although
the funds themselves were long ago diverted to state uses. The
|l
/ W, L, Pillsbury, Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruct-
ion. 1880- 1882 p. CXXVII
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establichiaent of free schools, the appointment of a State Superin-
tendent pf Public Instruction, an institution for the education of
teachers and "an Industrial University" where the main objects for
which special and long continued effort v/as necessary.
The paramount influence of the New Englanders in accoiT!|>liGhing this
program is fully acknowledged by those most conversant with the
educational history of the state. "The origin of the American common
school in Illinois v/as due to the tide of emigration^from Tier'/ England."
But as the immigratiom from the South and especially from the East
poured in, the modes of life of the people changed, then the earth
floor, and the slab seats and puncheon writing-desk gave way to oaken
boards from the saw -mill. The ceilings and the walls ere long were
clothed with lath and plaster; the chimney of brick and the stove
superseded the hugte chimney of sticks; glass windows admitted light;
I the framed and boarded house took the place of the log structure, and
change followed change till the present tasteful, v/eii-furnished
school house caused the older expedients of the early days to be for-
gotten, Y/ith these the pupil and teacher and text-books changed in
eqTial ratio. This authority it should be said is particularly
anxious to give proper credit to all the sources of help in the educa-
:tional struggle.
^ Mr. PillGbury in his history of early education in Illinois^ by
far the fullest and most detailed account we have^by giving great
/ A. D. Mayo. Education in the North-west during the first half cen-
tury of the iiepubllc. Kept. Corn. Ed. 1894- 85 Vol. 2 p. I54S
2. B^ief History of early education in Illinois. Rept. Supt. Pub.
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tpraise to the organizations of Nov; England origin and to the aany
educational leaders coming from that region practically tostil'ies to
the sane thing stating by v/ay of contrast that the early settlers of
Illinois cam© from states which did not at "that time maintain any
public schoolo'\ and that the system of common schools was regarded as
a" dangerous Yankee notion."
l|
01'
The earliest ^New England educational workers to be noted was
Rev, J. H. Peck^also remembered for his services in keeping Illinois
an anti -slavery state* a missionary of the Massachusetts Baptist
Society and later an agent of the American Bible Society, He is des-
cribed as "prehaps the most indefatigable worker in behalf of education
the state has ever known "1 He furthered the educational interests of
his own denomination in Rock Spring Seminary and Shurtleff College.
He brought teachers from the East and helped them to employment ;
j
in vvery way and at every time he used tongue, pen, time, means and
3influence for the course of education."
at Vandal i
a
' In I833,^in the first educational convention ever held in the state
i «
he organized the first educational society, jc^-'opinent among those
special agencies, educational associations, state legislatures, ladies
educational societies, teachers institutes and popular methods"
/. W. fe. Pill sbury.Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruct-
i/bn. 1885- 86 p. CVI 1887- 88 p. LXXVII
X Ibid 1^85-86 p. CIX
^ Samiiel ^iVillard. Brief History of early education in Illinois. Rept,
Supt. Pub. Instruction I88?i-8» p. cxviii
V W. L. Pillob\iry. Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruct-
^Lon 1885-66 p. CXX
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which participated in the striig^le for popular education np to ibfSR,
This society vas called the Illinoic Inntitute of Education. Mr.
Peck was made a correspond injr secretary. It devoted itself to the
gathering of information as to the condition of the primary schools
Of the state, to corresponding with centers of school information out-
side of the state and to an effort to inform and arouse the public on
the subject. Mr. Peck's denominational paper the Pioneer and Western
Baptist became also an educational organ, publishing information,
suggesting a second Educational Convention at Vandalia in Decmber of
1854 and printing it s "proceedings" " an address to the people of
tllinois" and the " Mem-orial to the legislature;'
A free school law had been passed by the General Assembly of
Illinois January 15, 1825, embracing all the essential points of the
free school idea. The law met so much opposition that it never be-
icame generally operative, and was soon made ineffective by an amend-
r.ent rer;oving the ger.eral tfix. The following statement is the con
^
jecture to itG origen
.
"If we could got at the umrittcn his-:
toiy of the passage of the law we should
, I imagine, find its
I'
li passagc^assecured by strong pessonal influences, more potent in
Vandalia r/ith the smr.ll number who could be talkCd to face to
|:
face, than v/ith the ^parce and widely'' scattered people of the
state ct largo In those d?ya of few newspa'oers with short subscrip
tion lists, wheii travel v/aschiefly on horse-back".
A. D. Mayo. Education In the North-west during the first half cen-
tury of the Republic. Rept. Comm. ED. 1894-95. Vol.P p. 1541.
I
V/ L. i^illsbuiy. Report of the Superent endent of Public Instruct-
I
ion. 1885-86. p. CXV. Ibid. p. CVIII
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As r, repiult of the cducatioTial agitstiori ii. lb.'^4 , cbove
noted, another broad and liberal educational billwas introduced
into the Assembly oi;ly to fail in its moot essential feature
I
of general taxation.
It ran at this session « Ibi^^-i^^^ that Illinois College gain-
ed its charter, ^^s doors had been open since lb:'>Oj but it had
been inpossible to gain a satisfactoty charter until this ses-
sion , By making conmon cause with Shurtleff and 1-IcKendreeCol-
legesshe sained her charter, not without restriction horevcr.
All three T;ere forbidden to hold more than 64o acres of land
or t3 establish theological departments, restrictions removed in
a fev; years. Such m.en as Hon. Samuel D. LockY;ood,and Judg'e
William Brown,men "devotedheart , soul and purse to the cause
of education"v/orked for the bill. Judge Lockv/ood had shownhis
affection for Illinois College before this timev/hen Llr. Ellis
proposed to make the tour through Green, Morgan and Sangamon, the
"upper counties", in the interests of the Home Llissionaiy So-
ciety and of the proposedcollege in 1828, Judge
I V/. L. Pillsbuiy. Report of the Superintendent of Public Insttu
tion. 1885-86. p. cy)<V
>^ Ibid. p. CXII.

LockTTOod proposed thft hi«s cleric Thomas Lippincott who alteiTrard be-
came a missionary oi* the society, should accompany him and he furnish-
ed a hor«e and the ftinds necessary i"or the ©yp^ a it ion. Later when all
had made their home in JacKsonville he selected the collejre site for
his own home hnt ^ave it to the cA lle^e on the condition that the
college should be located there,
^
The nature of the oppositioi. can be gained from the three quest-
ions discussed in the report of the Committee on Petitions.
II
I. Are institutions of this character really needed in the state ?
8, Is it important to their success that the trustees v/ho manage them
should become bodies corporate ?
5. Can corporate powers be granted with safety to the public interest?
The following is an extract from the argunent on the last question,
* These men have some peculiar claims upon our confidence and support*
They commenced their operations in the infancy of our state, when the
means of education were exceedingly limited, and schools of wvery des-
cription were few and far^^s-^ween. They do not simply prepare to
I
educate those who should hereafter come upon the stage, but the present
generat iorialso . The cry now is from all parts o^f the state - educate
the present generation. The petitioners are ready to vociferate the
same loud and long. This is the very thing that they propose to aid
in accomplishing. They come to us and point to tl^e present state of
education in Illinois and simply ask us to afford them such facilities
ps will enable them to prosecute this noble work without embarrasment
.
Shall we then withhold from them that countenance and support which
' Julian M. Sturtevant. An Autobiography, Fleming H, Revell Co.
1896. p. 176.
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they B-tSk. ? it would seem that none would be more deserving of on-
cour^ement Lhan the pioneer in the cause of education. In the opinion
the
of your cjramittee^Fitioners are richly entitled to confidence of their
fellow-cit izeXiS, and the support of ourselves ae a legislature,**
'
In addition to the members of the "Yale Band" already noticed whose
interest was assured to the new college either by direct service for
note
it or by sympathy and indirect service one must its first president
Edward Beecher who came in Illinois in I8S5, Truman M. Post, Samuel
Adams and Jonathan B, Turner. From the beginning the college grew in
numbers and influence. Drawing its teachers and to a large extent its
funds from New England there was appropriateness in calling Jacksonvil-
le, its home, the'*Ne\T Haven of the Wost" The Home Missionary churchej
contributed to itd support. Land as well as money was given to it.
Its professorejaid not confine their labors to the classj^roon. They
went abroad lecturing on temperance. They promoted anti-slavery sent-
iment bull chiefly they tried to rouse interest in popular education.
Mayo says " One of the most potent and influential of all the special
agencies in promoting education v/as the new college of Illinois. It
threw its entire influence on the side of the comron school."
Samuel V/illard makes little of the part of the East in promoting
/. W. L. Pillabury. Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruct-
ion Ib98-99 p. CXXVII.
3- Historic Morgon and Classic Jaclcsonville,
^ A, D. Mayo. Pevelopmeni of Schools in the V/est.
1898 -99 Vol. I p..*^f=^7
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education in his sketch of early education in Illinoie evidently from
feelinj^s of modesty but does mention the founders of Illinois Colle^?e
as " particularly zealous workers'; More extended notice is as foll-
ows, " The men of Illinois Collei^e and those connected with it were
irrdent and unwearied friends of public schools. They saw plainly not
only that the welfare of the state of their adoption and the happiness
II
of the people, depended in a lai"^ge degree upon the education of the
children, but that the healthy growth of the college in which their
^hopes were centered and to which they had devoted their lives, was
bound up with the prosperity of the common schools."
j
In 1834 Professor J. B. Turner spent his summer vacation in travel^
ing at his own expense to the counties south-west of Liorgan county
delivering addresses in behalf af public schools v/herever he could
'gather an audience.''' Through these years the papers had such notices
as these:- " At commencement in Jacksonville August 21, an address
on common schools by Rev. Theron Baldwin." "November 15, 1854 an addrejj
in Springfield by Professor J. 3. Ttirner subject, "Common schools".
I"
Lecture on Education by Hev. Hr. Baldwin at Mt. Carmel, V/abash country
August, I&56. A sTibecription for an academy followed."
Commencement time was for years taken as an opportunity to present
the claims of this interest. At the commencement in 1836 the Illinois
Teachers Association was formed. For four years Rev, Jolm Brooks of
the "Yale Band" was its secretary. Addresses at this first meeting
were made by J. P. Brookd, Edward Beecher, Theron Baldwin and J. M.
ji •.
jj
I W» L» Pillsbury. Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruet-
ion 1885-86 p. CXXVllI
^ Ibid p. CXIV
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Sturtevant. 01' the eij^ht officers cl-iooen six were Conj^ref^ational
clergy^na*. The aim of the association was to elevate the qualificat-
ions of teachers " giving? permanejicy to their eTnployment , and by inutual
)i I
counsel fixing upon the best text -book sand methods of instruction.
The minutes of the four years following, with meetings all held in
JacK sonville* record discussions on all sorts of matters pertaining
ko the conduct of schools, with committees -rppointed to promote the
forming of county associations, to investigate the text-books used in
'the schools and similar subjects. In 1837 Rev. Lyman Beecher of the
Lane Semi]fcary in Ohio was present at the Illinois commencement and
addressed the Association,
In 1837 The Comaon School Advocate appeared, published at Jack-
sonville edited"by a few literary gentlemen who, from their deep inter-
est in this subject, generously volunteered their services for one
year without remuneration". Samuel Willard ascribes the editor-
ship to Rev. Theron Baldwin. first editorial urges the importance
' of national and state secretaries of Education, the first mention of
I
a subject on which much agitation devoioped later. The next niamber
gave a resume of Rev. C. E. Stowe's( brother-in-law of Edward Beecher)
! report on the Prussian sustem of private schools. This report by
calling attention to the normal schoolsjjf Prussia had particularly'
I
interested the East where the question of the state's establishing
/ • W. L. Pillsbury. Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruct-
ion. 1885-86 p. CXXIX
! 1 Ibid, p. CX/0(II
3 Ibidp. crxxxill
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normal school S3 was becomting prominent , Thin paper ceased to appear
at the end of a year. The "Union Agriculture and Western Prairie Farmer
which appearediin Ib4i added common school interests to agricultural
under the editorship of John S. Wright of Mass. He agitated two eub-
jocts particularly, the appointment of a State Superintendent and
a Normal School, Up to 1855 this paper occupied the field of school
journalijffim in Illinois.
Par allel with the influence of Illinois College in promoting the
Interests of common schools v^as that of the "Ladie6 Association for
Educating Families" founded in Jacksonville In IBSJS. Its aim v/as "to
encourage and assist young ladies to qualify themselves for teaching".
Female education had received early attention. V/hile John M. Ellis was
founding Illinois College with his wife's help he also began the
i!
'Jacksonville Female Academy in Ib28. This was the earliest insti-
tution for the education ot woman in the north-T/est outside of Ohio^
The first teacher Kiss Sarah C, CrocKer, was recommended by Llary Lyon.
Miss Sarah C. Crocker was the first vice-president of the Ladies Asso-
ciation -and Mrs, Theron Baldwin its first secretary, while the other
two officers were Jacksonville ladies. " The first year five were aid-
ed received tuition and books, assisting in some families as part
compensation for board. The third year forty-five were assisted in
I W. L, Pillsbuiy. Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruct-
li
ion. I88«-88 p. LXXX
1 Ibid p. CXXXIX
Ibid p. CXLIII
'1 Ibid p. OXIV
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different parts of the state. The association met with favor wherever
known. It was a coimon object, the emancipation of the female mind,
II
which ignorance had too long bound. Friends and r'^eans v/ere raised up,
not bounded by rivers or hemmed in by mountains. Auxilaries were
|| found in New York City, Rochester, New York; Madison v;icconsin; Daven-
port, IOT;a; Chicage, Galesburg, Springfield, Canton, Peoriaen'd Wa-
Ij verly, Illinois. Serine cicrieo in New
Haven Connecticut; Brooklyn, Nev/ Work and various other places, con-A
/
tributed to the treasury."
In fifty years from its founding the Association had aided tvrelve
hundred young women and raised ^25,09I.g5.
In 1840 the Illinois State Education Society was formed^ J. II. Stur-
tevant's name appearing on the comnittee calliiig the convention which
led to the forming of the society and Rev, J. G. Bergen of Spring-
field was its presiding officer.
This society memoriilixed the legislature urging especially the
||
creation of the office of State Superintendent: but general taxation
and a state superintendent were still put off.
It was John S. V/right who in his "Prairie Farmer" proposed the
educational convention of D844 at Peoria printing letters from Preside
lent Sturtevant and others favoring it. It was held in October with
Rev, Aratus Kent of Galena as chairman. This convention also memor-
ialized the legislature at lenght. Of the thirty pages of the ra^-
/ Mrs, Emily J. Bancroft. Fiftieth Anniversary Report of the Ladies
Association for Educating Temales.
V/, L, Pillsbury. Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruct-
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orial v;ere devoted to the subject of taxation. A State Superintendent
was again urged. Hr. Wright appeared before the legistation commit-
tees to explain and elucidate the project. According to th< terms
§f the school law of thic year the Sesretary of State v;as made ex-of-
ficio State Superintendent of Common Schools. The school law was also
improved in various ways. Every Home missionary was pledged to pro-
mote popular education and the following passage from a report zo the
society in I 845 shows adequate interest in the phases of the subject
II
at issue as well as a full appreciation of the missionaries own part
1.
in educational work. " All histoi-y shows that there are no agents io
efficient in promoting education as evanjfelical ministers; hence
il
Home Missionaries should be multiplied to meet the demand. And pre-
haps in this v/estern country where so little interest is felt in the
II
cause t'rey should be especially instructed to carry this point by us-
ing every means within their reach, such as lecturing on education,
visiting schools, procuring competent teachers and using their influence
to establish primary schools and academies. We want also a few general
"agents, say one to a state, like your state superintendents at the
East, who shall travel from county to county, delivering lectures on
education and diffusing infoiTaat ion an the subject. Have you not
II
a few educated, acco, iplished, eloquent, splisndid laymen who have enough
^'of Howard^s spirit to devote years, ot a life, to an untiring effort
to raise, each one state, to such a pitch of educational enthusiasm
that they shall be honored throughout the state in all coming time as
il
\ W. L, Pillsbury. Keport of the Superintendent of Public Instruct-
ion, p. CXLVII
1 Home Missionary September 1845.
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As a resvilt of the new law new interest wan arouaed, teachers' as-
sociations and county conventions were held. One in Freeport is thus
described:-
Two thousand were in
attendance here, 1500 miles from Plymouth Rock, 225 years from the
II
Pilgrim Fathers and on land ten years before in the possesion of the
wolf and the Indian. A linial descendant of Bradford and Brewster
|led the march while one of the banners was a yellow satin coverlet
brought over by Bradi'ord in the May Flower."
I
The Pearia convention was followed by conventions at JackGonville
in connection with the commencnent of Ib45, at Winchester, in Sept-
ember 1645, at Jacksonville, in January 1846 and at Chicago in October
1846. At the Chicago convention a Teachers' Institute v/as organized
and by 1850 such institutions had become common throughout the state.
In that year Prof. J. B. Turner conducted one in Pike county with
fifty-five teachers present. From 1850 to 1855 the story of the strug-
I
gle for free common schools belongs rjore definitely to the educational
as distinct from the religious development of the state* although in
|jl853 when the State Teachers Institute of Illinois was founded in
Bloomington there were not teachers enough present to fill the offices
and they had to fill them with clergymen voting, however, "that in
suceeding times it shall be the policy of the Institute to have its
offices filled generally with practical teachers." came the
II
great victory. The bill drafted by the State Superintendent, now an
1. W, L. Pillsbury. Report of the Sup erii.t undent of Public Instruct-
ion, p. LXXXVIII
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independent officeyappointed by the Govonor, becaiTie in itn main feat-
ures the law. it contained " proviaions for the state tax lor schools
for unrestrained local taxation and for a free school in every dictrict
for six months in the year." Even with this final victory echoes of
the old opposition v/ere heard, " Superintendent Edwards, and others
who went over the state, say that opposition to free schools v/as very
bitter in many counties, particularly in the southern part of the state
and they concur in saying that but for the State tax, and the mode of
distributing it the bill could not have been passed. The tax was col-
lected upon property, and distributed two-thirds on the minor popula-
tion and one-third upon area. It was at once seen that the schene fa\r*
ored the poorer at the expense of the richer counties; and the counti-
es where there was most hostility to free schools were the chief gain-
erw by the plab of distribution, " If those felloT/s up notth want to
pay for schools down here, wj'il let'em'^ they said."
The number of schools increased from 4215 in IBf^4 to 10238 in 1856^^
The close of the period, I860 found Newton Bateman, a graduate tff Il-
linois College and Lane Theological Seminary in the office of State
Superintendent of Public instinct ion; William H. Wells a native of
Connecticut coming to Chicago in I85(j from teaching in the State Normal
School of V/estfield, Mass. as superintendent of schools in Chicago,
but
and Richard Edwards who wqs born in England had receive* his education
/ W. L, Pillsbury. Report of the Superintendent Of Public Instruc-
ion, p. CIXII
X Ibid. p. CUIXI
3 A. D. Mayo. Development of the School d in the \7est. 1898-99
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in Massaciiusett and had "held iirrportant pooitionc as teacher in that
state, as princip-l of the State Normal liniiversity.
To go back a little, th9 agitation for a State normal School and
an Industrial University belongs also to this period and the accom-
plishment of those objects 16 largely due to the efforts of Prof.
J. 3. Turner, Prof. Turner was born in Templeton, Mass, and graduated
from Yale College in 1832, He was a brother of Asa Turner of the "Yale
Band" He went to Illinois College in 1833 aad v as a teacher there
till 1848 when his pronounced views on slavery and the evils of a
too strong sectarianism led him to t^esign. He was a man of original
ideas and took the broadestjview of the development of the state.
We have already seen how in connection with his duties at Illinois
College he found time for lecturing over a v/ide territory on common
school education. After leaving Illinois College he conftitiued his
work for education but also interested himself in the industrial
development of the state. He originated the planting of corn by
machinery and introduced the osage orc.nge for hedging purposes. The
following is the account of its introduction, " He used to seek and
make use of all opportunities to go out and talk to the peojj^e on
education. He found the farms widS apart, and farmers busy, at great
cost of labor, time and i^.aterial, in fencing their farms with split
rails, laid in the Virt^inia crooked fence. They were obliged, too,
to settle in the woods or on the skirts of the forest, because it
cost so much to fence open prairie. He said to himself : ''these people
are too much burdened to think and act about education; the best lieip
J . Congregationalists and Popular Education jubilee Papers. Ottawa
1894.
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torrard schoola in IIj inois will be an irrproveinent in fencing. Can not
hedging do the votK ?* This train of thought fennented in hie brain
from 18.^4, He began to experiment in hedging, trying various shrubs
native and foreign. He sent to England for the hawthorn. A visitor
to his house to whom he told his quest suggested that he should try
bois d'arc or Osage orange. At considerable expense Prof. Turner got
a quantity of the seed, v/hich proved worthliBSS, He tried again and
getting fertile seed and thence seedlings, he continued his experiments'
until he v/as satisfied that he had the best hedging plant for the
prairies. The pt^piilarity of the osage orange need not be told, but
the singular fact that the root and ground of its introduction was
Prof. Turner's interest in common school education deserves to be re-
corded in the educational history of Illinois, with his authentic
veri* itsation as the writer of these lines had it direct from the
proi -essor-farmer".
,1 There were signfl of special interest in industrial education in
different parts of the country in 1850. In that year Michigan had
asked for National aid for a distinctlyely agricultural school.
This interest in Michigan was manifested both by the general public
and its legislative body? Farmer's societies were everywhere
springing into existence. There was such a society in Putnam county*
Illinois, called the Buel Institute, which at its fair in September,
/ Samuel Willard. Brief History of early education in Illinois, Reptu
c
Swpt. Ed. InGtrutian I88S-84 p. CXV
^ W. L. Pillsbury 1887-88 Report of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, p. cxxii
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I85I, decided to hold a Farmers Convention at Granville in November
•* to take into concidoration such racasures as might be deeaned exptdient
to further the intenssts of the agricultural community, andparticularly
to te}:e steps toward the establisliinent of an Agricultural University."
Prof J. B. Turner was invited to be present a&d address the convention^
Prof. Turner immediately became the soul of the movement. " His bound-
f
less enthusiasm , his resources of argument and illustratiou^his lorig
continued and wise efforts carried the project to a successful issue,
i
At the Granville Convention Mr, Turner as chairman of committee on
business reported to the convention five resolutions of which the
fourth ^as in part "Sesolved, that we take iranediat^easures for the
establishment of a university in the state of Illinois expressly to
meet those felt wants of each and all the industrial classes of our
I
state." He then proceeded to address the audience on the questions
•* What do the industrial classes want ? How can that want be supplied?
i'
He followed this by a plan for a state university developing his ideas
at length and with a care to detail and with a cloio* insight into the
fiiture that makes this address of fifty odd years ago seem like a just-
ification of our State Universities of to-day, a programme of their
activities and an incentive and appeal to attaining an ideal standard
of excellence that still stirs the imagination. He used eloquence
sarcasm and sound reasoning. He proclaimed the need of a university
for the industrial classes for each of the states. No further nat-
ional aid was urged than the utilization of the college and seminary
funds long since- provided by Congress for higher education,
I
V/. L, Pillsbury Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruct-
ion, 1887-88 p. CXIX. 1 Ibid. 1885-86^ CLXX,
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The convention was greatly roused, discussed the plan for the remain-
der of the day and endorsed it. A thousand copies oi' the plan and
address Tr.ere printed and distributed widely. The idea of an Indust-
rial University in every state attracted imich attention. It was copied
into the fjatent Office Reports at Wijshington; it was printed and dis-
cussed in many of the agricultural journals in the country; news papery
and periodicals had articles upon it, and it was the subject of many
iiaddresoes, reports and resolutions ^-t the meetings of agricultural
and mechanical associations and institutes."
The Granville Convention was followed by four others held in the
interest of the same project. The secontf v;as held at Springfield
June 6, 1852. Prof, Turner was chairman of the committee which drew
up and presented a memorial to the legislature. In this there were
two additions to the "plan", A normalschool was to be added and a
beginning of the plan was urged in order\o justify a successful ap-
peal to Congress, in conjunction with eminent citizens and statesmen
||in other states, who have expressed their readiness to cooperate with
;us for an appropriation of public lands for each state in the Union
'for the appropriate endowment of universities for the liberal educat—
|;ion of the industrial classes in their several pursuits in each state
|of the Union." The addition of the normal schools to the plan Crew
ii
but of the contention that arose between the advocates of the industy
rial university and the friends of existing colleges. The later pro-
oned to add normal schools to their courses and asked for a division
/ W. L. Pillsbury. Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruct-
ion. 1887- G8 p. CXXI- CXXIV
Ibid I§85__S6 p, CLXXVII
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of the seiTiLnary I'lmds among thein, Tlie suggestion oi' asking further
||
help from Congress ccne from men in the older states where there teie
I
no general goverriraent grants", for college or seminary.
The thijl convention Yfas held in Chicago November 24, Ibb2. There
the Industi-Lal League of Illinois v/as formed v/ith Prof. Turner as
"principal director". This convention published an address to the
people of the state undoubtly prepared by Prof. Turner, tfrew up a memf
orial to the legislature and petition,^ to both legislature and Con-
3
gress. The fourth convention was held in Springfield January 4,
1853. Again the legislatuitewas memorialized in regard to the " indust-
rial university" and urged also to memorialize Congress, asking for an
f
appropriation to each state of public lands. This action was taken
by the Illinois legislature in its Session of 1853 by joint resolution
of limse and Senate."^ After the convention great efforts were made
to bring the proposed university before the people of the state.
Prof, burner and others at their or/n expense went about the state
making addresses. In 1854 Prof. Turner and Dr. R. C. Rutherford
representing the Industrial League in its plan for a state universitjjr
appeared at the Teachers Institute in session at Peoria and asked it
to endorse the plan appealing especially on the ground of the Normal
School which was to be a leadirig department endov/ed with both the
seminary and college fund. But the Institute preferred a separate
/ v;. L. Pillsbury. Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruct
ion 1887-88 p, CXXI
t Ibid 1885-86 CLXXVIII
I Ibid 1887-88 p. CXXII
H Ibid 1887-88 p. CXXIII
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|i institution for the Normal school and no voted. On January Ist 1855
the fifth convention of the Industrial League met at Springficltf. its
result \:as a bill presented to the legislature to incorporate the
Trustees of Illinois University. I'rof. Turner was the first named of
the six trustees. The trustees were to locate the university, to re-
ceive the college and seminary I'tiinds for its endowment and also to
'receive any grants which Congress might make. Thtsre wore to be normal
agricultural and mechanical departments with the power to add other
departments "so that, finally the university may become a place of
resort for acquiring an accomplished ^nd finished education in all
useful, practical, literary and scientific knowledge. Action on the
[bill seemed likely to be favorable but delays brought its final con-
sideration so near the close of the seesion that no further action was
,
taken.
I|
I
We have already noticed the disinclination of the teachers of the
instate as shown in their action of the Teachers Institute to approve
of the union of a normal school with the " industrial university".
In Decem.ber of 1855 at the meeting of the Institute in Springfield
^
there was a discussion of "The character of a Normal School", by Rev,
N. w. Edwards, the State Superintendent of Public Instruction T/ho
favored a separate institution and Prof. Turner. At its close
the following resolution was adopted:- " That the Institute does not '
wish to discuss any university question but to occupy themselves with
the interests of common schools and normal schools." The next year
I
;3ecem.ber 1856 the Institute met in Chicago v/hen the question of a state
/ W, Li. Pillsbury. Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruct^-
I
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normal school was again one of the main subjects of <3i6cus£ior-, t^rof.
Turner v/as not present but a letter to the Institute revealc the real
{jpirit of the man. After speaking a^ain of his desire that the normal
school be a part of the university he continues " Still, if this is
not agreeable to the teachers of the state or the friends of the nor-
mal school, I v.igvi them to organize it in such manner as they think
I
best; and on any plan the Teachers Institute may devise the ^friends
r
Of the League v/ill most heartily cooperate, provided it is effectually
l!
i| separated from nuch partisan political control as would render it a cu
curse instead of a blessing to the state. It is high time, my friends^
tthat you had your normal school whether we ever get an agricultural
li
department to it or not. Let us all take hold together and try to
obtain it, in such form as you may on the whole think best."
• The generousity of this is more apparent when one realizes that it
gave over to the normal school project not onlyjthe neminary but the
college fund leaving the university project to the uncertain endow-
l!
ment of Coiigress. This letter opened the way for harmonious action
of all those interested in a normal school and in accordance with
|: legislative act of Febuary 1857 the State Normal School v/as established.'
Returning to the university project it only remains to say that
its further history carries it beyond the limits of Illinois into
national legislation where the Morrill Bill making land grants to the
li
states for universities was vetoed by President Buchanan in 1859 and
/. W, L, Pillnbury. Report of the S\iperintendent of Public Instruct-
' ion. 1885-86 p.CXCVIil
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approved by President Lincoln in IBGP and the I'inal stride over estab-
lishing the university belongs to the years follov/in^r our period.
The establislunent of the university in Illinois did not escape in
those turbulent years the conflict of local and class interests.
This Prof. Turner deprecated but the university found a warm friend
in hin throughout his life.
In the final locating of the university one fact appears vrhich
certainly indicated the spirit animating Illinois College, a spirit
willing to give up sectarian ends for the larger end of the advance of
education. Of the four counties bidding for itr- location Morgan
county made the highest offer. Its proposition included the offer of
Illinois College with its endowment of $ 90,000 and its other property
the wholw estimated at $ 176,000. In California such a transferepf
property of a Gongregctional College, the College of California, to
ths state university was effected a year or two later. In Illinois
the location was decided by " shameless log-rolling" and Champaign
county won the prize.
In the address at the opening of the university made by Newton Bate*
man, the State Superintendent of Public Instruction these words v^ere
used, " The man whose able reports, instructive addresses, arid thrill-
ingly eloquent speeches were caught up and re-echoed by the enlight-
ened press of the whole country, and which furnished at once the
material and the inspiration of auxiliary and cooperative movements
/, W. L. Pillsbury Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction
1887-88 p. CXXV^/ '
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and organizations in riany other statea- and the man who, I believe,
throug;h all these multiplied and overwhelming labors, was animated. not
by considerations of self aggrandizement or sordid gain but by the loft-
I ier pui-pose of serving his race and honoring God by uplifting and
blessing the toiling millions of his children-that man was Jonathan
I
Baldrin Turner."
i;
I
It is in the histor:.'" of secondary education that it is hardest to
trace definite Nev/ EngJAnd and Puritan influence,
P
The academies of Hew England were too prominent a feature of her
educational system to leave any doubt that the Illinois academies
were copied from them. Moreover we Icnovr definitely of the founding
one
of and another from the Home Missionary Records, by the home mission-
li
aries, for example the JacB:sonville female Academy by Mr. and LIrs. J.
M. Ellis in I&8B, Monticello Seminary for young women, the gift of
I^Capt, Benjamin Godfrey, with Rev. Theron Baldwin as principal. Rev,
Samuel Foster's school for classical students and young ladies in
Bloomington, Liiss Chappeljs later Urs. Jerniah Porter's Seminary in
Chicago. Prom the year Ib;^4 the legislative statutes contain hosts
of acts of incorporation of academies and colleges, some of them at
li ^
towns whose very nam.es have disappeared from the maps,"
Since their lives were so procarious and since they were always
the compilatin of their histoi*^/ would be
dependent on local support^The missionary records are fiifei of refer-
a diffncult if not iripossibie tasK.
' ences to them, with frequent mention of the excellent teachers secured
/ W. L. P^lisbury. Report of the Superintendent Of Public Instruct-
1
|!
j! ion. IB87-8B p, CXXIX
Samuel V/allard. Brief history o€ early education in Illinois.
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from the East for tltein. The feet tbht ecadei^iee and seminaries in
the following tov/ns are nentioned in Hone Llissionar/ report a indicetes
the especial interest of missionaries in these schools ; Houghton,
^Hillsboro, Waverly, Henry, Gene80,h'ort Byron, Per\i, Elgin, (ialesburg,
Batavia, BunlcerHill, Paxton, Belvidere, V/hipple, Dover, i'rinc\eton,
Roscoe, Carbondale, V/enona, Belleville. One v/riter speaks of ten
or fifteen academies in northern Illinois. There were seminaries for
young ladies at llonticallo, Gotffrey,. Rockford, Jacksonville, Du Q'^oin,
Granville Washington, Carlinville, Galesburg, Canton, and Marshall.
The young ladies seminary at Rockford h£s been prehaps the most
jprosporous and successful of these. At a general convention o£ the
churches of the north-west held at Cleveland, Ohio in June 1844 a re-
solution was adopted that "the exigences of V/ioconsin and northern
Illinois require that those sections should unite in establishing a
college and a fem.ale seminary of the highest order- one in Y/isconsin,
near to Illinois, and the other in Illinois near to V/isconsin."
From the first it v/as believed tha*u the college should be at Beloit.
;!ln 1845 after four conventions held at Beloit, a board of trustees was
elected to care for both institutions. Rockford raised $ 5500 for
I
the seminary and the trustees voted to locate it in that town. On
Pebuary 25, Ib47 a charter was granted to the incorporators, Aratus
'I
il
I
Kent was named first here as among the trustees. Plavel Bascom €ti
the "Yale Band" v/as also one of the number. Of the sixteen incorpor-
ators eight were clergymen. The same men were the incorporators of
Beloit College.- In expectation of the opening of the seminary
Rev. L, H. Loos than pastor of the first Congregational church i
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invited llics Anna Peck Siil of the Gary Collojriate Inotitute in
Genesee county. New York, to cov.e to Kockford rnd oxjcn a ochool, pre-
partory to the proposed seinin?.ry. This v.'es^ust the opportunity she
desired for a life of missionary and education?! service for which
she was fitted by the best preparation Nev/ York then afforded. She
opened her school in lB4y in Rockford v/ith seventy pupils. In IB51
her school v/as formally recognized by the trustees of Beloit College
as the preparatory department of Rockford female Seminary v/hose
charter v^^^ already been obtained. This charter granted full colleg-
iate powers though the instiiitutmon retained the name Seminary till
1892. Fifteen were admitted in this year I85I to the seminary to
constitute its first clans of v/hom seven graduated in 1854. Hiss Si|.l
'continued the leadership of t'pe school for thirty-five years. She
raised much money for it in the East. She is said to have been a
woman of wonderfuljendowment of head and heart and posses^ also of
indomitable will. In 1852 the seminary passed into the control of
a separate board of trustees although for many years certain men were
on the beards of both Beloit and Rockford College.
Linked thus to Beloit in its beginnings we see how the pioneer
ministery of Illinois did not limit their educational interest to
Illinois. Beloit College in Wisconsin and Iowa College at Grinnell
in Iowa, owed their foundation to Illinois Home Missionaries. V/ith
untiring efi'ort the New England missionary and his friends fodtered
^
cherished
, promoted the interest in free public schools till they
were well established. He first suggested careful and efficient
supervision of schools. He felt the need of special education for
History of Rockford. Charles A. Church lyOO p.p. 287- 295.
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teachers and from his raiiks cane the nan who first gave tangible shape
to the desire for industrial ediuation.
In the field of moral achievement within a social unit^ like a
state, it Id difficult, if not impossible to estimate x.he influences
which eminate from any group of people such as the settlers from
New England in Illinois or from their institutions, such as the church.
We can, however, recount the moral issues that v/ere in men's minds
during a given period and find the attitude of different classes of
society toward those issues. The history of later years v;ill show
Where a compromise of conflicting opinion has occured or v/here one
set of opinions has triumphed in social action,
jj
Public opinion of to-day does not viev; certain metiers, as for
example Catholicism ^in the same light as did he Nev; Englanders in
Illinois forty or fifty years ago, but in many directions we must
acknov'l edge the exceeding excellence of their ideas and ideals.
They stood for order, thrift, economy and entBrprise. They encouraged
the formation and expression of public opinion. They looked with
intelligence beyond their own communities to the welfare of state and
nation. They valued personal integrity above all things. To faster
this, chiirches with all their allied organizations were multiplied
east and v;est, nojyth and south. But integrity must be informed, broad*
ened and so there must be education. Colleges for leaders, common
II
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schools and industrial education for all the people, Who may say that
these Influences of the past have not largely conditioned the present
Illinois whose true greatness is measured alone by the enlightened
integrity of her people.
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